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In our observations of those around us who are
unsuccessful in life, we often hear the expressions, "Bie is a

misfit" or "He in a square peg in a round hole".

Youth has

seen this situation snd has desired to avoid it.

Maturity has

desired to lead youth sway from the paths of unhappiness since
time immemorial.

Psychologists and others have been devoting

their efforts towards finding the abilities of individuals which
would fit specific occupational requirements.

Thus the effort

to guile youth into fitting vocational choices has gradually
evolved until today it is known as the vocational guidance movement.
On account of the better facilities and larger number
of children available for experiment and counseling, the effort,
to late, has been almost entirely confined to the urban districts,
especially the large cities.

Through force of these circumstances

our country boys and girls have been neglected, although as Myers

1

points out there were nine million children from farm homes enrolled in rural schools in 1924.

The importance of the problem

presented in this paper is obvious.
"The ultimate goal is guidance for life as a normal,
full functioning individual"

says Tdith K. Bryant2. She continues

1 Figures refer to bibliography.

2
*Tao things must be achieved before this goal can be reached-health, and a well rounded, poised, fully developed personality*.
This is not achieved when our boy's make mistakes in life choices.
Viewed from the standpoint of the high school farm
boy and the teacher's problem, the following quotations are significant.

3*It is apparent that a number of the boys enrolling in departments of vocational education are interested in
occupations other than agriculture and should receive such instructioq and information es they will need to choose wisely their
occupation.

The agricultural instructor, because of his close

contacts with the boys in his departments and with their parents
as well, is in a particularly strategic position to assist boys
in the study of occupations.

The boys Qom, in daily contact with

farming and are fully aware of the disadvantages of that occupation, while the disagreeable aspects o? Acre distant occupations
are not apparent.

Of course, not all farm boys should be urged

to choose farming for a vocation, but in so far as possible,
boys should become familiar with the advantages and disadvantages
of any occupation in which they are especially interested.*
William 8. Taylor
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has said, *It seems to be ad-

mitted, though little is done about it, that boys should not be

3
prepared for farming occupations until they have had an opportunity to acquire the basis for intelligent choice as to the type
in which their opportunity may lie.

The agrioultural teachers

will come to be the most effective agents in guiding farm boys
either into or out of profitable farming occupations."
E.
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It Bearer writes, "A record of the high school

agricultural pupils who graduated this past year shows that sixty
eight per cent of them are now engaged in some kind of an agri
cultural occupation.

For the previous five year period the record

is seventy four per Gent entering agricultural pursuits.

The

higher per cent for the five year period is due to the fact that
many boys enter some work other than agriculture the first year

or two after graduation but later many of them turn to agriculture
for their life work.°

If this is true many farm boys are wasting

time and effort in unwisely chosen occupations.
The problem that is presenting itself is, should

the individual farm boy, whose case is being considered, farm

or not?

If he does not farm what can he best do?
As an approach to the solution of this problem

for farm boys in the Willamette Alley, Oregon, thirty five case
studies have been made, as included here.

They consist of farm

4
boys who were in attendance at the high school in Forest Groves
Oregon, during the year 1923.29.
By means of correspondence and individual inter-

view of SmithRughes agricUltural teachers an effort was made to
collect information on what was being done along this ltne in other

Wry little of

high school agricultural departments in the valley.
value could be obtained.

This has largely narrowed the study to a

single locality; namely, Forest Grove, Oregon, and vicinity.
This inability to obtain information also shows the serious lack
of attention which the rural vocational guidance problem is re.
ceiving from those who should be most interested.
Observation and experience teach us that farm boys
have many problems in common, regardless of locality.
have treated of the rural problem as such.

Sociologists

These reasons, combined

with the fact that the Forest Grove community is thought to be

typical of much of the Willamette Wiley, lead us to believe that
this study will not be without value in spite of its limitations.
The need of our Willamette lelley farm boys for
information. in making vocational ohoiceu is revealed in part by a

study of Tables IV, V and VI, herewith submitted.

In the prepara-

tion of these tables questionnaires, also included herewith, dealing
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with occupational information and the boys' attitudes and
desires, were filled out by eaoh boy.

Each questionnaire con-

tained fifteen questions to test the boy's information on the
occupation of his choice.

A summary of the answers shows that the

boys were able to answer only forty seven per cent, less than half,
of the questions correctly.

Thirty per cent of them were answered

incorrectly or uncertainly and on nineteen per cent there was no
answer made at all.

On four per cent the answer "Don't know°

showed that knowledge was entirely lacking.

It may be of interest

to note that the upper and lower classmen ran about equal in these
points.

Among other things, a summary of Table V shows

*
that twenty eight of the other forty questions

having to do

with the boy's decision for or against farming es a life vork,
were answered uncertainly and four per cent not at all.

Yet we

know that farming is the occupation in which these boys were
reared and about which they should know the most.

*

It also indicates

Sixty five questions were used but approximately forty only had

vocational significance with regard to faring.

6
that many of these boys have not thought seriously of their
life's choice of an occupation as yet.

They have not analyzed

themselves or the eaAployment requirements.

n interest in lifels

outlook needs to be engendered.
Table

71 summarizes the boy's 'nowledge of occupa-

tional requirements in choices other thc7,n farming.

Thirty five

per centime revealed here as uncertain.
The great "diversity in occupations in which these

boys became interested and which they have chosen for a life work
also complicates this problem.

By referrin: to Table WI it will

he seen that the country over a considerable percentage of farm
boys, even when reared on a farm and trained in a high school
agricultural course, enter non- agricultural occupations.

.

study
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by Hans Schmidt

shows that although farm boys and girls comprise

twenty six and three tenths per cent of the population in Wisconsin the occupational choice of only fifteen and tat tenths per
cent was for agriculture.

F. C. 11Doten7 investiated the t/ocrtion-

al choices of the ninth grade boys in the high school at Eugene,

Oregon, and found that of the fifty seven boys whose fathers
were farmers only thirteen desired to become farmers.

W. C. Higgins,

Smith - Hughes Agricultural instructor at Ontario, Oregon, reports

sixty per cent of the one hundred one graduate students sur-

7
veyed as being now in non-agricultural pursuits.

An in-

vestigation made by an Oregon Smith-Hughes Agricultural
structor at Lebanon, Oregon, revealed that of the one hundred
ninety seven boys who he_i been in his department the minority
&along the one hundred ninety seven boys

desired to be farmers.

sixty three different vocational choices were represented.
3
Leslie C

`Whitaker

n

in

study of vocational choice of Benton

County, Oregon, high school students" found that only twenty
three per cent of the children whose fathers were farmers expected to

ecome farmers.

He lists twenty five different occupa-

tional choices of farmers' sons.

He further points out that

thirty seven per cent of the population of Benton County is
agricultural while only enough farmers' children attending
high school intend to 'arm to replace seven per cent of the
population.

The Forest Orove boys gave thirty different occu-

pations of relatives es interesting them.

Their actual occupa-

tional choices covered sixteen fields of work and may be found
by referring to Table III.
In connection with these occupational choices

end as a part of each case study careful oonsideration was given
to what the boy had to offer and what hit cosen work would
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require of him, and a decision rendered as to the wisdom of each
choice.

It is shown that fifty per cent of the boys/ choices

offer reasonable chances for success; thirty per cent are definitely unwise and in twanty per cent of the cases no occupational choice
was made.

Up to the present point in this paper we have been
concerned with establishing the fact that our farm boys are badly
in need of guidance in occupational choice and that very little is
being done along this line.
uss however.

The situation is only prtly before

There are other phases of the problem having to do

with the general background of our farm boy, which needs sons
explanation before an adequate understanding can be had.

These

have to do with hereditary and environmental influences.

Heredity

furnishes the physical and mental potentialities of the individuals
in the rural group.

Enironment furnishes them with attitudes,

desires and ideals which must be taken into consideration in their
occupational choices.

It is frequently pointed out that in the

beginning of our nation ninety per cent of the population were
farmers while now only about thirty per cent are such.

we find

in one typical county in the Willamette Valley; namely, Penton,
only thirty seven per cent of the population farmers.

Other

occupt tiona have absorbed at least sixty per cent of our rural

9
group.

What has been left in the country?
Vbgt

9

summarizes the evidence to show that physically

our farm boys generally represent the best in the nation.

Only

twelve per cent of the Forest Grove boys reported physical
difficulties.
9

Mentally we have a different problem.

1Sgt

points

Out that the problem of feeble-mindedness is largely a rural one.
10

Payne

gives the occupational intelligence levels resulting from

the army psychological tests end ranks farm workers fourth from
This places

the bottom of the list of forty three occupations.
them in the semi,-skilled laboring group.

BaggerIV

,11
,

professor of

psychology at the University of Minnesota, says, "Pupils attending smaller schools seem to be less intelligent than those in the
larger schools".

From these authorities we are forced to con-

clude that generally speaking our rural population has decreased

mentally to the point where many are of the semi-skilled labor
type.

While there are exceptions to this conclusion, the Forest

Grove study shows but few of them.
By referring to Table II we find the average intelligence quotient of this Forest Grove high school agricultural
group to be ninety seven.

This places them on the average in the

low normal group, according to Terman

12
,

but they are not on a

par with other high school students who probably average, accord-

10
ing to this authority, one hundred ten Intelligence quotient.
The average Intellirence -'uotient in the Forest Grove high school

In accord-

was one hundred eight during the period of this study.
ante with Psyne a

10

findings these boys are on the average in the

semi-skilled occupational group.

Four of the boys have Intelligence

Quotients between eighty and ninety making them, according to
12

Termsn

,

dull normals of the unskilled labor class.

No student averaged

school grade of the Forest Grovr boys was 78.
90 or above.

The average

The boyst rradee and intelligence quotients generally

correlated very closely.

to both respects they were distinctly

inferior to the urban group in the high school.

This mental status automatically limits the vocational outlook of many of the individuals in this group.
Sociologists tell us that environment has contributed
much in the way of attitudes to the farmer.

Lack of companionship,

conveniences, educational advantages end recreation have contributed
towards mokinu the farmer individualistic.

Although increase in

our trsportation facilities is rapidly overcoming the conditions
due to isolation yet it is important for us to note that the average farm boy will yet off,-1, to any oocupption such factors as

self reliance, willingness to work, conservatism and hand work
ability.

11

The ideals and ambitions handed on from parent
to child have a great deal to do with a boy's occupational
choice.

The desires of the farmer to have his child in a better

social and financial position than he is contributes to this.
As a result of statistical studies of 1,126 high school students'
reports that

ambitions snA their fathers' occupation Proctor

the tendency is for boys and girls in the country to have ambitions which rank higher than the rank of the occupations of
their fathers.

An effort was made to rate this intangible factor,

parental ambition, in the Forest Grove study, but no apparent
relationship existed between the degree of parental ambition as
estimated and each boy's occupational choice.

The degrees of

ambition were probably not accurately checked.

Financial success of the parent in farming is
also a contributory factor in the rural boy's vocational choice.

Of the group in Forest Grove, eleven boys chose farming as an
occupation.

Of these,eight come from homes rated excellent to

good in financial success; two from fair and one from poor.
The last named is a case where the father left the farm, and,

having been unauceseful ss a day laborer, is trying to get back
into farming.

12

Other results of this study which bear more or
less on the problem, depending on the individual oases will be
briefly stated.

In Table I we find that eighty air pPr cent of

the boys' fathers own and fourteen per sent of them rent their
farms.

The farms average eighty two acres.

They are in general

diversified, the main enterprises being as follows: -

Cows - 21 farms
field crops - 8 farms
Tree fruits - 7 farms
Small fruits

5 farms

Poultry - 5 farms
Truck - 4 farms
Unoleared tiMber

3 farms

Sheep - 1 farm
boys

An average of two and three tentheAand one and four tenths sisters
is found per family or a total of three and seven tenths children, which is a little below the census average for farm families.
The number of brothers and sister that plan to stay on the farm

may be summarised as follows
Nine answers said 'None'

fight answers were uncertain
Seven gave no answer
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Six definite answers showed an average of one
and sixty six hundredths persons other than the boy planning to
stay on the farm.

The occupational decisions of the boys themselves
may be summarised as follows:

eleven, or 35 per cent plan to stay on the farm
Thirteen, or 42 per cent say they will not stay
on the farm
Three, or 10 per cent are uncertain
Three, or 10 per (sent gave no answer

The country or city preference of the boys may be
summarised as follows:
Twenty three, or 74 pr.r cent preferred the country

Five, or 16 per cent, the city
Two, or 7 per cent gave no 'mower.

The boys rho preferred the oity gave as their reasons that they
were rlised in the city and preferred city work.

Those who pre-

ferred the country gave the following reasons:Beosuse I have always lived there - 6
Prefer outdoors - 4

Health - 3

Freedom - 2
Don't like to lie around

114

Sore money in it

4-

1

Tasier to make a living - 1
Banit like monotony - 1

Better place to live - 1
Best hand training - 1
Can go to the city when wishes

1

Likes to see things grow - 1

Table It shows us the amount of education these
boys expect to get.

Ten of them expeot to complete high school;

one, normal school; two, business college; fifteen, college; and
six gave no answer.

The sverstre grade made by a pupil in high

school Tnglish, according to Supt. J. P. lAtOlason of the Forest

Grove schools, is supposed to b most indicative of probable
suosese in college.

Of the fifteen who indicated s college educe.-

tion as desired one had a grade of 90 in English, six of 80 to
99 and eight of 70 to 79, indicating that at least fifty per cent
had unfavorable prognosis of college success.
indication of the need of guidance.

This is a further

A. check was also made of

the consistency of the boy's educational choice and his occupational choice.

In twenty two oases the boy's educational am-

bition was high enough for his vocational ambition and in three
cases it wac not.

However, after considering the boy's finances

15

and his educational and general outlook it was considered improbable that fifty five per cent of these educational ideals
would be realised.

Financial assistance toward the further educa-

tion is one inhibiting factor which is tabulated with the findings
that two boys gave no answer, two said they could get no assistance ,
twenty eight were uncertain and only one said that he could get
all he needed.

If such assistance were furnished at least fifty

per cent of it would come from the parents.

Twenty five out of

thirty two boys stated that if they received a higher education
or established themselves in independent business they would expect to work their way into it entirely, while two indicated that
they would work their way partially.

Some record of the occupational ancestry of the
group may be obtained from Table III.

It shove that 76 per cent

of the grandparents were farmers, 14 per cent tradesmen, four per

cent lumbermen and four per cent merchants.

(Twenty three cases.)

The parents divided themselves into sixty four per cent farmers,
eight per cent tradesmen, eight p-r cent lumbermen and two and
one half per cent each of laborer and farmer, merchant, teacher

and farmer, road supervisor, laborer, milk route driver and farmer,
carpenter and farmer, salesman and farmer.
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Twelve per sent more of the grandparents were farmers than of the
parents.

Table Vshows us some of the further relationships
which appear to exist.

The answers favoring farming were compared

with those against it plus those uncertain ,nd not answered to ascertain whether the majority of each boy's answers favored farming
for him or not.

From this study,

next few summaries were made.

Of twenty three cases having an English grade below 80,
70 per cent, or 16 boys favored farming in their answers,
6 boys opposed forming,
1 boy was evenly divided.

Of those with an intelligence quotient below 100, in all fifteen
cases, 93 per cent, or 14 boys favored farming,
1 boy opposed farming .

Of the twelve boys having and English grade of 80 or above,
66 per cent, or 8 boys favored farming,
1 boy opposed farming,

3 boys were evenly divided.

Of the 14 boys having an intelligence quotient of 100 or over
50 per cent, or 7 boys favored farming,
4 boys opposed farming,
3 boys were evenly divided.
It would appear from this that a larger proportion of boys having
low /,0.'s and rnrlish grades favored farming than those lltgher in
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these respects.

However, the proportion of answers diagnosed as

favorable to, and the occupational choice of farming are sometimes
not the 89Me.

An average of fifty se/ea per cent of all answers
of the group favored farming; eleven per cent were against it;

twenty eight percent were uncertain end four per cent were unanswered.

In Table JI is made a stu3y of vccational choices
other than farming and their advisability.

In eleven out of

sixteen cases the general grade average is too low for an optimistic outlook on occupational choice while the

is too low in

nine cases out of sixteen.

If Enrlish is considered the high school sublect
most indicative of college success and mcthematics of engineering
success then we find nine out of sixteen too low in these respects.

A. few important factors were not tabulated, but,

because of their importance, have been included in the write-ups
of the individual cases.

Factors such as, industry, persistence

and earnestness of purpose have and will lehld to success in
occupations for which an individual may IT:tve such a handicap as

a below average intelligence quotient for the occupation.
Individual interests and desires cannot be overlooked in guidance
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especially if deep set.
For those boys :desiring to, or who ere best

adapted to, pursue farming one more factor must-not be overlooked;
namely, the time and capital requirement to rat started in the
farming business.

;!any a boy cannot farm if he wishes to do 80

because of these limitations.

john T. Pheeler

Jells attention to

this problem very effectively when he ritee, "Vie trained boy
should be able to enter upon the business of farming, not be a
mere laborer.

Purchasing takes to much capitel for the beeinner,

from qC,OGG to 150,000."

It is noted that the state of reinsas

in their study of the occupational status of farm boys, eho haysr

had two or more units of vocational agriculture in Kansas high
schools, report seventy per cent of those farming as now farming
with their father.

In a questionnaire investigation of fifty

three farmers, recently oompleted by the write; it was found that,

according to their opinions, the modern fern boy has his best
chance to get started in farming with his father in partnership.
E is nest best chance is through inheritance end his third
through the various arrangements for leasing and eventually buying.

If, however, as Ur. 'Sheeler points out, only thirty five

per cent of our farm boys can use methods one and two, it is
evident that the remaining two thirds have before them a very
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difficult situation with which to dope before they can become
successfully established as farmers.

Their best opportunity

seems to be through following these steps.

1. The accumulation of X2000 through working
out.

2. Leasing with the use of the 12000 to pay
for necessary rent, machinery, livestock
and running expenses.
3. Eventually buying.

Starting with only good health, determination and willingness to
work and save it will probably take the average young fellow at
least ten years to become safely established.

It is evident

that Smith - Hughes agriculture teachers should encourage parent

and son partnership wherever possible and should sell to the
farm type boy who has the possibility of inheriting the farm
the farm idea and its opportunities.
importanoe of this.

Few of us have realized the

20

00N0LUSIDNS
Willamette Valley, OreGon, farm boys are very
similar to farm boys in general in most respects.

They are badly

in need of vocational guidance which they are not getting.

They

generally lack information as to both occupational requirements and
their own abilities.
times unwise.

Their occupational choices are many and often

They usually have a background, inherited and en-

vironmental, which fits them for work in the semi - skilled labor

group of occupations.

In this much of farming can be included.

environmental situations; such as, parental ambition, financial success of the parent and capital available to
start farming,complicate the situation.
In guiding a farm boy into a vocational choice it

is important that he feels the need of making such a decision
himself.

In advising him as to his choice the writer has found

the following factors useful: -

Intelligence Ouotient
School grades
Special subject grades

tducational requirement of occupation and boy's
possibility of achieving it.
Financial backing possible for education.
Health.

21

Industry, persistence, earnestness of purpose,
interests bni desires.
Speoial abilities, in or out of school.

In the case of farming in particular, opportunity
for capital backing to establish boy in farming.
This is dependent upon fatherts financial stability,
size of the farm and the number of brothers
and sisters who will probably remain on it.

Mork That Remains to be Dane in This Field

1.

A continuation of the work covering all the

Smith-Hughes departments in the Willamette Valley and leading
to 'rester accuracy in conclusions by reason of greater numbers
of cases.

2. The inclusion of case studies of farm boys who
are not in high school but who are just as vitally tied up in
this problem.

ANALYSIS 0? TAW QuTSTIONNAIRN

As a means of ascertaining, in detail, each boy's
actual situation, knowledge, and opinions, as they affected his
vocational choice, the following questions were prepared.

Some

of them will be recognized as coming from the questionnaire
formerly used by Ir. J. F. Bursch in vocational guidance of
Oregon State College and other students.

The others were
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added.

Following the summarizing and tabulation of these
questionnaires a critical analysis of each question was made,
which should shed more light on the individual case studies.
The questions used, with criticism and evaluation of each,
follow: 1.

Does your father own or rent?

This is a)me indication of the permanency and
success of the father, though not definite unless the amount
owed is ascertained.

A father's success is believed to deter-

mine very largely the boy's attitude towards farming as an

ocouvtion.

2.

Size of farm

Value

The same remarks apply to this question as to
question one.

3. Number or brothers and sisters
the farm? .

.

.

.

.

.

. Raw many will stay on

. 7111 you stay on the home farm yourself?

The answer to this question indicates, to some extent, the capital with which the boy may expect to start farming
if he desires.

If he can establish himself on the home farm,

he has the most practical and easiest method of entering the farming business.

4. tb you expect to leave the farm?

If so, why?

This gives us an insight into the boy's occupational
ambitions a13 his reasons for the same.

5. !b

much education do you expect to Fet?
We ascertain from this whether the occupational

educational requirement and the boy's educational expectations
are in keeping with each oth r.

The vreat difficulty here is

that so miny boys desire much more education than they are able
to f7et.

6. !lbw much financi,1 assistance can you get toward an education

or towards 7etting started in business?
This again gives us an inkling of the boy's capital

backing.

The chief weakness in this question is that the boys often
If the boy in-

do not know what the parents can, or will, do.

dicates that SOW financial assistance may be afforded him, the
source of this assistance is found by his answering whether

it

will be furnished by inheritance, parents, relatives, or borrowed
otherwise.

A vision of his deter ination and his realization of

the task before him is furnished by his answer to the question,
"79.11 you work your way through sohool or into the job you desire?

7. Da you like the country or city best?

Why?

This gives us the environmental preference of the
boy, whether urban or rural, and his reasons therefor.

8. What do you expect to do for a life work?
This gi

occupAtional choice.

Why?

the boy's present attitude as to
In an effort to locate further reasons for

this choice than those given we include questions as to the
occupations of parents and any other relatives.

To find out how

much the boy actually knows regarding his occupational choice,
these questions are added: (a) What opportunity for advancement
is there?

(b) that wages can I get to start and laterl

(c) Will I like my employers?

This cannot be definitely answered unless
connected with definite employment, but
stimulates beneficial thinking.
(d) Will I like the work?

Is it interesting?

(e) Am I physically and mentally capable of learning

and doing the work?

Wry few have a realisation of, or else are
not willing to admit their mental limitations.
(f) What education is required?

Have I the necessary

education?

(g) Am I willing to sacrifice to get the necessary
education?

(h) Am I willing to put in the necessary time to work
up?

(i) How will I secure the job to start with?
(3) 'lbw am I to know the union requirements, if any, and

am I willing to abide by them?
This question is usually inapplicable, except
for trade positions in large cities.
(k) ob the hours suit me?

(1) Is there any better work for me to take up?
(a) till I like the other employees with whom I shall

be assooiated?
(n) Will I like the town, the people, schools and
churohes where I shall have to live?
9. Can I work happily alone, or do I prefer company?
If the boy prefers company he would probably be
happier in city employment.

10. Can I he happy without as much city entertainment as town boys
and girls have?

This question is becoming decreasingly important as
our transportation facilities increase.

11. Can I be happy working hard and long?
answer
A favorable is a good recommendation for any kind of
employment, roost especially a farm.

12. Can I be happy in the social position of the farmer, as others
see it?

Few farm boys have experiencei any feeling one way or
the other in this regard.

Is farming to me pure toil or achievement?

13,

If the answer is achievement, it indicates that the
boy will probably be happy on the farm; and if toil he had better
seek some other occupation.

14. Can I do my best without active competition or must I have
company to assert myself efficiently?
All farmers have to be able to work well alone a
rreat deal of the time.

15. 7111 the farm life offer me a satisfantory environment for
myself and eventually for my family?
This question possibly ta%es in too broad a scope
to be practical in a high school questionnaire.

16.

Can I stand monotony?
The word monotony is often too difficult for a high

school boy to understand without explanation. The question is very
pertinent, however, when applied to much of our ordinary farm
work.

17. Am I afraid to leave the farm to tackle unknown environments
and conditions?

This question is improperly stated from a psychological
point of view as it always results in a negative answer.

It was,

therefore, not used in tabulation of results.

18. Does farm work, irritate, anger or worry me?
If the answer is affirmative, the boy probably does
not belong on the farm, although the degree to which this is true
must be considered.

19. At I interested and broad minded enough to find and use new and
progressive, practical methods on my own initiative?
The answer should be affirmative if it offers the boy
promise of the greatest success on the farm.

20.

DI,

I like to accomplish things from start to finish by myself?
An affirmative answer is favorable to most kinds of

employment and indicative of the self managing ability of the boy.

21.

Can I make the sacrifices necessary to eventually own my own
farm, or will I be content to rent?
This question shows esrnestness and sincerity of purpose.

22. Is there enough wholesome play in farm life to suit me?

23. Will I be satisfied with the income a farm offers?

The income a boy expcts is Fenerally what he
seen his rather make.

Boys sometime s chan'e their answer to this

question when sNxen what has been done by successful farmers.

24. Can I cooperate with my farmer neighbor in community business
and social. pror,rams?

This question is vital at a time when cooperation is
being stressed as the salvation of the farmer.

25. Are country religious and educational opportunities satisfactory
for myself and family, or can I live close enough to town to
use town schools and churches?

This question is of little value on account of the
ease or transportation in most cases in the Willamette valley.
It was, therefore, excluded from the tabulation'

26. Hrill we be satisfied with the conveniences a farm offers?
This question is pertinent but was unfortunately
omitted from most of the questionnaires and, therefore, not
tabulated.

27. What schooling have you had?
Schooling is not a particular teat of farm adaptability,
although the mare intelligent an individual is the further he can
probably progress in any field.

Any definite application of the

answer is uncertain.

28. Have you had any special industrial or commercial training?
If so, what?

Farm boys have hal valuable training in the farming
occupation, which they often disc rd thoughtlessly in making other
occupational choices.

29. What studies interest you most?
Interest is often indicative of occupational adaptability.

30. What studies do you dislike most?

31. Are you studious by nature, or does studying come hard to you?
A studious or non-studious nature is chiefly of value

in considering professional preparation and not a factor in farm
adaptability, in most cases.

It was, therefore, not considered

in the tabulation es to the fitness of the boy for farming.

32. Whet claims most of your attention in school, your studies or
outside activities?
Unless some activity is mentioned which is directly
related to an occupation, there is no particular vocational
significance except for professional, or other positions requiring
leadership.

This question was not used when considering the boy's

fitness for farming.

33. mat sort of books end magazines Jo you read?
Reeling along any occupational line is taken as
indicating an interest in that field.

34. How do you spend your spare time?
Unless the spare time is spent in some occupation
or avocation this answer is not particularly significant.

35. D you "get by" in school with little or no study, or do you
have to "plug hard" in order to pass?
Vase in getting studies is no particular test of farm
adsptability.
tabulation.

This question was, therefore, eliminated from this
It is significant for professional occupations.

36. Do you like to invent things, or devise improvements on things
around you?

An affirmative answer is favorably to farming or
mechanical objectives.

37. Have you mechanical ability?
11.chanical ability is essential to the most efficient

up-to-date machinery farming.

38. Do you like to draw, free-hand or mechanical?
Significant only for would-be draftsmen or artists.

This was not considered in judging the boy's fitness for farming.

39. no you like music?

Nhat instrument la you play, if any?

This is significalt for MUSiCiA118, not for farmers.

40. Bo you express yourself well in writing?

In speech?

This has no particular significance for a farmer as it
would have for a secretary, although these abilities are an advantage to every one.

41. Are you timid, a "go-getter" or neither!
Boys cannot, or do not, judge themselves accurately
in this.

Timidity does not prohibit farm success and a "go-getter"

has more chance in any field.

42. Have you a hobby that makes large demands on your spare time?
A hobby is not significant except in connection with
the occupation of which it is a part.

43. To what organizations do you belong, if any?
Connections with any organization having to do with a
particular occupation are apt to indicate vocational interest.

44. DO you take an active pert in club meetings, or in similar
occasions, or do you prefer to leave it to others?
Social activity is not particularly indicative of farm
success.

It is more important in city employment.

45. Are you a good mixer?
Same remarks apply as to question 44.

46. Have you any particular ambition or vision for the future?
This question should have added,/if so, whatt
Unless this is added no particular vocational significance can be
attached to the answer.

47. Are you naturally healthy?

48. Are you strong physically?

49.

Jame physical handicaps, if any.

Good health is an advantage in any occupation.

Some

physical difficulties are less of a handicap in one position than
in another and are, therefore, vocationally significant.

50. Do you prefer to be the director of things, or are you willing

to do your share while some one else directs and assume*
responsibility?.

A director has :ire chance in any individual field,
but some followers in a group are agressive when alone, as most
farmers are; so it is liffioult to evaluate this question.

51. Are you able to concentrate on the work you are doing, or does
your mind wander off to other things?
Concentration is required on the part of those doing
student work.

nay dreaming is a common habit of farmers on

monotonous jobs and concentration is not required for rural success.

52. DO you get along well with others and they with you?
While peaceful relations with other people are of
value to any one, the farmer is not in as close association with
others as the city man and is, therefore, less limited by this
desirable quality.

53. ma you stick to an idea, or to a certain job until the end, or
are you easily discouraged?

54. Which sort of work appeals to you most, methodical, repetition,
or work of wide variety?
All three types are found in farming, depending upon
the kind of farm and season of the year.

55. Co you prefer mental activity, physical activity, or work
involving both?

Farming mould involve both, but the emphasis usually
is on the physical.

56. Can you work well under high pressure, or do you work better
when you have time and leisure?
Except for short seasons the farmer can generally work
under conditions whioh afford him such time as he wishes for completion of his work.

57. Have you a good imagination?
Imagination may aid in stimulating ambition in any
field, but is not absolutely essential in farming.

58. DC you naturally pay attention to small details, or are you
more interested in broad planning without giving much thought
to methods of carrying out your plans?
This question is too long and complicated.
of planning are required on a farm.

Both kinds

In a city position the answer

might indicate executive ability, or look of it.

59. Have you a good memory for names- -for faces for facts - -for figures,-

Memory is valuable anywhere, but possibly less so in
farming than most city occupations.

60. Do you keep your desk or room always in order, or do you
allow

hinrs to accumulate until you are forced to clean up?
Orderliness is an efficiency factor on any farm.

Without it we usually have an unsuccessful farmer.

61. Are you systematic in your work, or otherwise?
System is an essential of rood farm mans

ment.

62. Are you self reliant?
!very successful farmer must be self reliant,
in fact, probably more so than in most other positions.

63. Are you tactful or do you say what you think without consideration of effect?

While valuable anywhere tact is not as essential on
a farm as it is in the city.

64. Are you careful and conservative in taking a step, or are you
impulsive and careless of consequence?

The careful, conservative man is the type usually
found on the farm.

65. Are you quick or slow in your movements?

.

.

.

.

In your

mental processes?
Quick or slow physical and mental abilities, while

significantodo not guarantee or prohibit farming success.

The writer has attempted to point out,very briefly,
only the most important things in connection with the above
questions.

It is realized that there are probably many individual

mental statesoostly unknown, which influence these answers.
Recent discouragement on the farm, though enly temporary, would
probably be reflected here.

A flippant or insincere attitude

on the part of the one answering the questions would make the
questionnaire valueless.

So far as is known, very few of these

difficulties were encountered.
in the lac

The most outstanding faults were

of knowledge on the part of the boys, due in many cases,

doubtless, to immaturity, end the fact that they had not yet had
to consider making a living for themselves very seriously.

CASE STUDIES

Following the procedure as outlined by Stetson and
16

Huffaker

, case studies were made of each of the boys in the

Forest Crow., Orepun, High School who were taking, or had talcen,
agriculture.

Information was compiled to show high school record,

personal and social record, health, social end economic status,
mental test results and data found through personal interview and
questionnaires.

In the school record are included the average grade
made by each boy in the school subjects he has attempted and his
total average for all subjects.
chronological age is listed.

In connection with this record, his

The I.(%, based on results of the

Otis Self Administering test, is listed in all but a few cases.
The personal and social record includes, largely,
extra curricular activities in the high school.

Almost no social

activities are included in the life of these farm boys outside of
high school, as they are kept too busy working at home.

Occasional

community base ball games or religious associations fill their
outside social calendar.

Such personal information as is at hand

VAS obtained by repeated contact of the writer with the boys in
their hones and in class or with other boys with whom each associated.

The health record is the result, also, of the writer's
observations and the boys' own reports.

The social and economic status of each individual, as
recorded, is the result of repeated visits and observations of the
instructor together with reports of the boys, bc,th verbal and in
the questionnaires.

In about half of the cases soMO hereditary

occupational background was ascertained.

The possibility of the

boy }s becoming established in farming was taken up from the social

and economic standpoint by noting the size and value of the farm
belonging to the parents end the number of brothers and sisters,
especially those who might be interested in continuing to live on
the home farm.

Personal interviews are constantly held by the writer
with these boys at school during the school year and once, or more,

each month throughout the year at their homes in connection with
their agricultural project work.

Following the compilation of these

case records and questionnaires interviews were held with the boys
over the information containeisin an effort to clarify any uncertain
points ss much as possible and to render such aid as might be
possible in vocational guidance and educational counseling.
Summaries of the entire case information were then
tabulated in an effort to draw general conclusions with reference
to the factors concerned in, and needs of, vocational guidance of
farm boys.

The individual case studies and summaries follow:
CAS! SURIBRR o Nr,

Age - 16.

Years in high school - 2.
I.

- 89

Average grades
Agriculture .

.

.88

tnglish

.

70

.

.

.

80

Mathematics .
.

70

Total average .

75

Science

.

.

Failures .

.

.

.

5

School Record

The only subject in which this boy has shown any
special interest has been agriculture.
in studying and lacks perseverance.
industrious.

Otherwise, he is not.

He is easily discouraged

When interested, he is
He is regular in attendance.

His five failures' are due to lack of interest and application,

probably brought about by the fact that his I.Q. is slightly
below average and he becomes easily discouraged.

Case f 1
Personal and Social Record
Some teachers hale eaoalled this boy from their
classes and he has been more or less a source of irritation to
all.

He is loud and noisy, rears unusual clothing and is mischievous.

His chief desire is to become a football player and he has taken continuous and severe punishment on the football field for two seasons
without making the team.
school life.

Otherwise, he takes no active part in

He is not a leader among those his own age.

He works

at home on the farm during the school year and in the summer
spends his time between the farm and the logging camp of which his
father is foreman.

Health Record
Aside from a fincer off on one hand the boy is normal.
Social and !conomic Status
The boy a parents are Americans.
was a farmer.

One rrandparent

The father is a logging camp foreman 'who lives

sway from his family most of the tic.

The family lives on a

forty five acre farm, valued at .*:-8000 and situated about three

miles from town on a good road.
a comfortable living.

They have a car and apparently

Their standard of living is good.

There is one younger brother and an older sister.
stay on the farm but that is very uncertain.

The brother may

The family is ambitious

Case # 1
for their children in every way.

For country people they appear

above the average in culture.
Mental Tests

On the Otis group test in his freshman year this
boy scored seven per cent above average.

His Intelligence 'quotient,

as figured from the Otis Self Administering Test this past year
was only 89.

It is a question just where he belongs.

Boy's Occupational Choice
This boy seems to tare it as a matter of course
that he is to be a farmer.

He likrs farm work, is accustomed to

it, and agriculture is the only course in which he baa been inHis record and general attitude make it

terested in school.

problematical as to how long he will stay in school.

Out of

fifty seven questions bearing on vocational choice this boy
answered thirty two in such a way as to indicate farming as his
most practical objective, with apparently only five answers
against it and twelve definitely uncertain.
occupational choice.
that it is small.
this case.

His /.% fits such

The chief objection to the home farm is

Firming is more than likely a wise choice in

The boy will probably also follow his father's foot-

steps and work part of his time in logging camps.

CASE RIPER TIO
Age - 15.

Years in high school - 1.
I.Q. - 89.

Average grades
Agriculture

.

.

.82

English

.

.

74

Mathematics

.

.

77

Science

.

.

84

Total average

.

79

.

.

.

.

School Record
This boy has been regular in attendance.

He

indicates on his questionnaire that agriculture and science
are his most interesting sublects, with English and algebra
his least interesting.
of perseverance.

He is a good worker, with a great deal

To late he hes not failed, though his I.Q. is

a little below average.

Personal and Social Record
Howard is a quiet well behavel boy.

He has taken

no part in school activities, to date, and has displayed no

Case f 2
leadership ability.

His time outside of school is spent

working on the farm at home.

Health Record

&ward is strong and normal for a boy of his age.

Social and Vconomic Status
The parents are Americans of German parentage.

The grandparents were both farmers in the old country and the
father is a more than ordinarily successful farmer.
farm of seventy two acres.
brothers.

There is a

The boy has two sisters and no

The family standard of living is average.

They are

fine cooperative people and ambitious for their children.

The

father hopes the boy will stay on the farm.

Mental Tests.
According to t1-1,, results of the Otis Self Administering

Test Howard has an I.O. of 89.

His work in class would indicate

this to be about right.

Occupational Choice
As with many boys of his age aviation is the
occupational choice of this boy at present.

His answers to his

questionnaire show twelve favoring this occupation; two against

and three uncertain.

If considere1 from the farming standpoint,

he has nineteen questions answered in favor of farming, five
against and twelve uncertain.

It is believed that aviation is

probably inadvisable in this case because of the boy's slowness,
both mentally and physically.

Farming is probably his best

outlook as he is an only son to take over the farm of his parents.
His I.e. is about that of the average farmer.

CASE NUMBER THREE
Age - 15.

Tears in high school - 1.
- 93-

Average Grades
Agriculture .

.

1 and 72.

English
Mathematics .

E and 82

.

75 and R

Science

E and 1

Total average .

E

(E is failure.)

Case # 3

School Record

As will be observed from his grade record,

Daneld is a very poor student.

This is not because he does

not work as he is a conscientious plugger.

He seems utterly

unable to comprehend or remember much of the school work that
is simple to others.

He gives agriculture and science as the

subjects that interest him most and algebra and rnglish as his
least interesting.

Hip has been regular in attendance.

Personal and Social Reoord

&meld has not been a disoipline problem.
boys cause trouble at times by making fun of him.

The other

He takes no

part in school activities.

Health Reciad
This boy seems to be healthy but is undersised,
under developed and immature for his age.

Social and Economic Status
The Doyle parents are Americans.

was a lumberman and the other a carpenter.
county road supervisor.

One grandparent

The father is a

They live on a piece of timber land,

eighty six acres, worth about 15160, with about an acre cleared
near their good modern house.

They appear to be pleasant people

Case # 3
with a little above the average farm culture and standard of
living.

They are ambitious for their children and much dis-

appointed in this boy's school work.
brothers.

The boy has three younger

None of them plans to stay on the farm so far as is

yet known.

Mental Tests
According to results of the Otis test this boy's
I.Q. is 93,

His results in the school room would indicate that

it was lower than this.

Occupational Choips
This boy says he thinks he wants to be a farmer.

His questionnaire revealed twenty four answers favoring farming,
three against and nine uncertain.
the average farmer.

His I.Q. is about that of

If the father succeeds in clearing the

tiMber and stumps from his land the boy will have a good start.
If not, it will be an uphill job.

Donald will probably stand a

better chance of making a living on a farm than in most
occupations.

It is difficult to be sure at his immature stage.

CAST NITI,SEMR 70 UR

Age - 14.

Years in high school I.Q. - 113.

Averse. Oradea
Agriculture .

English

.

.

Mathematic's

.

Sciences

.

.

.

Total average

. 91

.

87
91

.

88

.

.

.

.

89

School Record

This ease is an intelligent freshman who reports
that he does not dislike any of his subjects but that agriculture
end algebra interest him moat.

He has been regular in attendance

and is industrious at school.

Personal and Social Record
NO discipline problem is involved in this case.
He is quiet and unassuming and does not take part in school
activities.

Hie spare time is spent at home where his family

takes part in no community life.

Case

4

Health Record

Herman was reared in a city until the last two
years and was

frail youngster.

On the farm his health has

greatly improved until he appears as strong as the average boy
of his size.

He is undersized for his age.

Social and 7conomic Statue
This boy comes from an ancestry of merchants.
His parents were German Jews.

The father died this past year

and the mother is keeping the family together on a fifteen acre
place, rather isolated from society.
for the children's health.

She says she is doing it

They appear to have a constant but

small income and are improving the farm as rapidly as possible to
increase the family income.

The boy has two sisters.

The

mother is ambitious for her children.

Mental Tests.
Ascot-lint; to the results of the Otis test this boy

has an I.Q. of 113.

His school work would indicate this.

Boy s Occupational Choice
This boy is certain of but one thing and that is
that he doesn't like the country and wants a city Job.
Some line of merchandising or selling is probably his best field

of endeavor.

Unless he takes more interest in farming he will

not make much out of the place although he is the only son
and the work does and will fall on him.

The beat course for him

is the one being pursued by his mother; that is

to keep him on

the farm until he is more robust and mature and finishes high
school.

After that they will probably all go to the city.

His

questionnaire gives seven answers for, nine against and sixteen
uncertain as to farminc for a life occupation.

CAST NUIlliTR FIVE

Age - 14.

Years in high school

1

- 112.

Avouge Grades
Agriculture .

English

.

.

.

85

.

Mathematics .
Sciences .

. 91

.

.

. 92

.

Total average .

90

89

School Record
This boy is a good student.

He reports algebra as

being., his most interesting subject and Snglish as his least

Cane # 5
interesting subject.

He is regular in attendance and industrious

in school.

Personal and Sqcial Record
No discipline trouble is found in this case.
He was a substitute on the base ball team this year but has
taken little part in other school activity.

He probably will be

more active as he develops.

Health Record
This boy appears to be normal physically for one of
his age and reports no physical handicaps.

Social and Hoonomic Status

The parents of this boy are more like city people
than farmers, being cultured and well educated.
an accomplished singer.
least on one side.

The mother is

The grandparents were Kansas farmers at

The family now lives on a twenty three acre

farm worth 1:12,000, near a paved highway four miles from town.

Poultry is the chief enterprise.

There is one sister.

The

parents are ambitious for and interested in their children.

Mental

_Tests
According to the results of the Otis Self Administering

Test this boy has an

of 112.

His school work corroborates this.

Case # 5
toy's Occupational Choice
To be an aviator is the desire of this lad.

His

answers to questions reveal thirteen favoring this objective, none
against and three uncertain.

If farming be considered as an

occupation for the boy the questionnaire reveals seventeen answers
definitely favoring farming, three against and thirteen uncertain.
He might be successful in this field.
teats can tell.

Only maturity and aviation

As an only son he would fall heir to his parent's

farm but it is not large enough to be very attractive at present.
No recommendation can be made on this case as yet.

CAM! MOIR SIT
Age Years in high school - One hclf year.
I.Q. - Unknown.

Average Oradls
Agriculture
Hnglish .

.

Mathematics.

.

.

75

.

.

.

84

.

83

Sciences

85

Total average .

82

Case # 6
Sohool Record
In grade school this boy WAS reported as a little
below average in accomplishment.
tendance and has no failures.

He has been regular in at-

He reports that his most interest-

ing subjects are science, algebra and agriculture and his least
interesting is English.

Personal and Social Record

No discipline problem has been met in this case.
The boy is quiet and industrious.

He took part in athletics in

grade school and comes from an athletic family but has not had a
chime' to show himself yet in high school.

Health Record

No physical difficulties are noticeable or reported.

Social eD4 toonomic Rtstwo
This boyls parents are Americans.
dead.

His father is

H is mother works out mcle and the older brothers con-

tribute to the support of the family.
and maintain a good standard of living.
education and culture.

They seem to be comfortable
It is a family of average

Their ambition for the boy is good.

the youngest of a family of five brothers and three sisters.

He is

One brother and sister only remain at home.

They live close to

town on a thirty acre farm, one half of which is owned and
one
half rented.

The father was a farmer.

One older brother and this

boy operate the farm at present.

Mental Test
A mental test on this boy has not yet been given.
His school work would indicate his I.Q. to be low average.

Voyls Occupational Choice
A farmer is what this boy wishes to be at present.
In his questionnaire he gave twenty five answers definitely favor-

ing farming, none against it and eight uncertain.

The chief

obstacles in his way are the size of farm, which is too small for
more than one man, the older brother who is staying on the farm,
and limited financial means.

"A shift in any one of these might

leave the road more easily open.

The boy is too young to be sure

of himself yet or for any definite recommendation to be made.

OAST N1T,T3TR SE MN

Age - V4.

Years in high school
- 118.

2.

Case f 7
Averare Grades
Agriculture

.

.

. 80

English .

.

.

86

.

Mathematics

.

Science

.

.

.

80

.

.

.

70

Total average

.

80

History

.

78

Failed twice in History.

School Record

This boys I.Q. indicates ability to do better
school vork than he is doing.

He is big and overgrown for his

age, mischievous and does not get along well with some teachers.
This, and lack of application, probably accounts for his failures.
He is not very persevering and industrious in school except for
a time after each punishment for discipline.

He reports that

the subjects he likes beet are the ones that have action and
experimenting; suoh as, science and agriculture.

He dislikes

Inglish most.

Personal and Iksoial Reggrd

While this boy is mischievous he is not a mean
type.

The other boys characterize his notions as "crazy".

He takes no active part in school life other than play at noon.

Case # 7
He is too busy at home to take part in community activities.

Health Record

The boy reports no physical handicaps other than
susceptibility to poison oak.

Aside from being overgrown he

shows no particular physical difficulty.

Social and Economic Status

The parents are deceased and the boy and his two
sisters are adopted.
are Americans.

The step-father is a poultry farmer.

They

The farm of fourteen acres, worth f4,000, is

located five miles from town on a paved highway.

parents are good average farm folks in every way.
be kind and considerate of the children.

The stepThey appear to

This boy is hired out

to a neighboring farmer for the summer.

Mental Test

The Otis Self Administering test shows an I.C. of
118 in this case.

Boy's Occupational Choice
To be a livestock farmer is this boy's ambition.
His questionnaire shows twenty four answers favoring farming,
two against and six uncertain.

He says he may get some

assistance through inheritance tut he does not know how much.
According to Prof. H. D. Scudder of the Oregon State College

Farm Management Department, the average investment in dairy
farming in lregon is '23,000.

Lack of capital is probably this

boy's greatest handicap in attaining his farming ambition.

If

helsteadies downlas he matures,his I.Q. should enable him to do
other work in the beginning, if need be.

Cur turp,rit noir:
Age - 16.

Years in high school - 1.
- 91-

Average grades
Agriculture

.

.

85

English

.

.

83

Mathematics .

.

. 87

Science .

.

.

88

Total average

.

85

.

.

.

School Record

This boy has been regular in attendance, is
industrious and a good worker in school.

His greatest difficulty

Case # 8
is in havinF unusual erroneous ideas.

His most interesting

subjects are agrioniture end science; his least interesting is
Pnirlish.

His grades are good for one of his I.Q.

Personal and Social Record

This boy has offered no.liscipline problem in
high school to date.

He is rather a heavy set, awkward, slow

type and has taken no part in school life as yet.

Health Record

The boy reports himself as not extra strong but
healthy.

His father and brother ar'- big strong men and it is

simply a matter of immaturity in this case.

Social and Sconomio Status

The father is rather an unsuccessful American
farmer.

The family lives on a far of sixty acres six miles from

town on a good road.

Their standard of living is not high.

The family ambition is good, however, as shown by the four girls'
finishing high school; one being; a teacher and one preparing to
teach.

One older brother works the farm with the father at

times but the boy of this case, who is the youngest in the family,
reports that the older brother will not stay on the farm.

Mental Test

In the Otis Self A1ministerin7 test this boy
showed an I.C. of 91, or low average.

Boy's Occupational Choice
As yet no choice has been made as to what this
boy Jesires to Jo for a living later.

His questionnaire showed

nineteen answers favoring farming, two against and fourteen
uncertain.

His environment, I.Q., and general make up will

probably result in his beinc either a farmer or a logger.
By the time he graduates from high school he will probably have
to take over much of the farm work as his father is well along
in years.

HP

will have to change many of his father's methods,

if he is to be successful, however.

C A S7 it11"1Rrl NIN!

Age - 17.

Tears in high school - 2.
I.Q. - 113 (t)

Averai:e grad's

Agriculture

.

.

70

English

Mathematics

75

.

75

Case # 9
Science

.

.

81

History

.

.

73

.

75

Total average
School

Record,
tylets attendance has been regular, but his

industry and perseverance in student work are not good.
is big and overgrown and sleepy in class.

He

He has failed at

least twice, due mostly to lack of industry.

He reports

History and Geography as his most interesting subjects with
!nglieh and Algebra as his least interesting.

Personal and Social Record
No discipline problem, other than trying to get the
boy to work, is involved here.
football letter.

For two years he has earned his

He takes active part in class and student

organisation meeting*.

He is active in his community athletic

club where he acts as secretary and during the past year took
part in a community play.

Ifealth

A big, homely, red headed, overgrown boy best
describes this case.
defects.

So far as is known he has no physical

His sleepiness is probably due to growing too fast.

Case # 9
Fb reports himself as healthy and of average physical strength,
t,lit his actual strength is unusual for one of his age.

Social and Itcopomic Statue.

The parents are Americans, descendants of Oregon

yids!~ farmers in their little community about nine miles from
town.

The father is a farner but works out in the woods and

on the road a great deal.

One brother Yorke in a logging camp.

The mother heti been a district school teacher.

This boy works

on the farm, in logging camps and on the road Suring the summer.
It takes all the family together to make ends meet.
not successful as a farmer.

The father is

They live on a farm of forty acres

devoted to dairying, poultry and truck crops.

The family is

ambitious, especially for this boy.

Mental Test
Year before last the boy mode a score of 24 on the
Otis Group Test.

Last year his I.O. figured 113 as a result of

the Otis Self Administering Test.
in keeping with the -24 score.
in keeping with an I.Q. of 113.

Ni. school work has been more

I have never known him to do work

Bops Occupational Choice

ease f 9

Teaching and coaching in a Junior High School is
this boy's ambition, instilled into him by his mother.

His

questionnaire shows twelve answers for this occupation and ten
against it, with six uncertain.

If farming were considered,

the questionnaire shows sixteen for, seven against and thirteen
uncertain.

it is my guess that he will never make a teacher

because of his scholarship, dislike for studying and extremely
poor handwriting. and relish.

His logical and most practical

outlook seems to be to farm and work out as his father has
done.

if he ever makes a teacher he will have to come to a

realisation of the necessity for conscientious and consistent
student effort soon.

fle can meet people fairly well and could

probably succeed as a coach and class disciplinarian.

OAS*

Nunn Tvp

Age'. 15.

Years in high school

1.

I.Q. - 93.

Average grades

Arriculture

. .

English

al
50

Mathematics

.

75

.

.

80

Total average

.

75

Science

.

.

School Record

A quiet little fellow, giving but little disciplinary trouble, characterises this case.

He is about average

in industry and persistence and regular in attendance.

He has

one failure in Englia, which seems to be a most difficult
subject for boys below 105 I.Q.

He reports algebra and

agriculture as his most interesting subjects and English as the
least interesting.

Personal and 800tal Rsoor4
Aside from a tendonoy to loaf and talk in class,
no discipline problem is noted here.

The boy takes no active part

Case # 10
in school activities and has displayed no leadership ability.
Ho has a 'hang dog/ look as if he always expected to be scolded.

Health Record
The boy reports himself as healthy and strong.

No physical defects are apparent but he is small and not robust.

Social and Rconomic Status
This boy is the youngest of a family of five
brothers and three sisters.
,father is a carpenter.

boosuse of doctor bills.

Tour brothers are farmers.

The

They recently lost their five acre farm
The parents are Americans, very agree.

able and interested in the boy and his welfare, but cannot be of
much use to him in guidance.

Through some arrangement the family

continues to live on the farm which the doctor took over.

Itents1 Tests

According to results of the Otis Self Administering
Test this boy has a low average Intelligence Quotient of 93.

Case # 10
Foy' a Occupational Choice

To beoome an electrician is the desire of this boy.
His questionnaire reveals four answers for, two against and fifteen

uncertain with regard to his taking up this occupation.

Accord..

ing to the results of Army tests given during the war electricians
averaged 105 to 114

making this boy at least twelve points

below average in this respect.

His Fxsies in Mathematics average

75 and in science so, Which nay
ability in this field,

comewInt indicative of his

From the standpoint of farming as an

occupation, his questionnaire showy nine answers favoring it, five
against and nine unoertain, with fifteen pertinent questions entirely unanswered.

It is impossible to very definitely advise in this

case, due to the boy's immaturity, I.Q. snd lack of financial
assistance and physical strength.

rum

C

Age - 15.

Years in high school - 1.
I.Q.

93.

Average school trades
Agriculture

.

toglish

.

.

.

161thematics

Science

.

96

76
.

93

.

88

Total average

85

.

School Record

This boy is persevering and industrious and a
satisfactory pupil.

Els attendance is regular.

He is above

average in mathematics but low in Inglish.

Personal ald Social Record
No better attitude could be asked of a high school
freshman than this boy has in class work.

Be ie somewhat quiet,

lives too far from school to take part in athletics and takes
no active part in student organizations.

*filth Record
A normal, healthy boy of good strength.

Case # 11

80(481 and Wtonomic Status
This boy's father is a saw mill man.

They live on

a sixty five acre place eleven miles from teen on a good road.
Only about five acres of the place are cleared.

The father takes

very little interest in the farm, letting the boy do much as he

pleasecwith it.

The boy has one brother and two sisters.

The

father and mother seem interested in the welfare of their children and willing to cooperate in anything that is for their best
interest.

Their standard of living appears to be a little below

average.

Mental Test
According to the Otis Self Administering test this
boy has an I.Q. of 93.

Boy's Occupational Choie
In common with many other high school boys, this one
aspires to be an engineer.

It is not believed that he will be

successful in this occupation, chiefly on account of his I.Q.
According to the results of the army examinations the average
I.Q. of engineers is between 125 and 149.

With an I.Q. of 93

this boy would stand little competitive chance.
would be as good as the average in mental level.

In farming he

By developing

the 65 acres he doubtless could establish himself in farming.
Ire likes farm work.

cAst. NIVBER TEEL'S

Age - 15.

Years in high school-- 1
- 82.

Average grades
Agriculture

.

.

.

E -

'English

Mathematics
Science

81 - E

.

.

.

.

.

.

76

73 - 75

2 is failure
School Record

This boy reports that he likes agriculture and
science best and dislikes algebra and especially English.

The last one he cannot get because it seems impossible for him
to spell and write correctly.

He is regular in attendance and

a fairly good worker in school but seems unable to get desired
results.

The cause nay be due partly to lack of study at home,

but is mostly due to his low I.Q.

Personal and Social Record_
Although mischievous, this boy is not a disciplinary problem.

He takes no part in school activities

although he would try football if his trades permitted.

Health Record

Case # 12
A big, strong, healthy, overgrown boy fits this
case exactly.

HO reports himself as healthy and strong.

Social and Roonomic Status
The parents are Americans.
a farmer and the other a woodworker.
165 acre farms, one highly developed.

One grandfather was

The family owns two

The father is a successful

farmer and always seems to have money for the boys' needs.
live comfortably.

They

They are very ambitious for their boys but

discouraged as to this one's school possibilities, though they
are sending him back for one more try.

There are two brothers,

both of whom, including this boy, will probably farm,

The farms

which they will inherit will make this possible.

Mental Test
According to the results of the Otis Self Administering test this boy's 1.Q. is 82.

His school work is in keeping

with these findings.

Boy's Occupational Choice.

There is only one logical thing for this boy to do
and that is farm.

fortunately he desires to do so.

With a 165

acre farm to inherit he has a big start, with the farm experienoe
already attained, toward making a comfortable living.

On his questionnaire twenty one answers favor farming, only
one is against it and seven are uncertain.

CA13' 11 kiplAUROMIB
Age - 14.

Years in high school - 1.
I.

- 104.

Average _grades

Agriculture

.

.

82

English

.

.

76

Mathematics .

.

76

Science .

.

84

.

80

.

.

.

.

Total average

School Ilegord

This is a happy-go-lucky, easy going boy who
is average ia perseverance and industry, slightly irregular
in attendance but with no failures to date.

Personal and Social Record
Aside from a tendency to loaf a little and talk
too much no disciplinr, problPm is noted in this case.

He is

much interested in athletics and was a substitute on the baseball
team this year.
activities.

Otherwise, he takes part in no school or community

HuntinF and baseball are his hobbies.

Health Necor4

Case # 13
The boy reports himself healthy and strong.

Although slightly built he is wiry.

Bo defects are noticeable.

Social and !economic Status

This boys parents are Americans.

They live a

mile off a good road, four miles from town, on a hill top
eighty acre raneh about a third of which is improved.
have the name of being shiftless.

They

They are clean but almost

ambitionless, aside from ekeing out an existence on the farm.
The father is easy going and the three brothers and three
sisters do about as they please.
known, however,

No moral difficulties are

None of the family plans on staying on the

farm but vs it is thc easiest t?-..ing., to Jo sone of them probably

will.

Mental Test

according to the Otis test this boy has an I.Q. of 104.
His school work would verify this.

Boy's Occupational Choice
Grandparents on both sides and the father are all
farmers.

The boy doesnet know what he wants to do.

On his

questionnaire ten answers favor farming, four are against it

and twelve are uncertain.
interesting sub,lect.

He reports agriculture as his most

The family are all the enlisted mss type.

Unless they would learn to work consistently, they would not
last very lon7 except in the army or navy or on their own farm.

CASE wumBrR FOURTEEN
Age - 18.

Years in high school

2.

- 86.

&verve Erades
Agriculture

.

.

75

Eirlish

.

.

.

70

Mathematics

.

.

0

Science

.

.

.

.

Shorthand

.

.

Civics

. . .

Failures

.

.

80

77

.

80

.

.

.

9

School Record
It seems utterly impossible for this boy to do
high school work even when he tries.

Because of discouragement

his effort has not been good lately.

He is regular in atten

dance and because his subjects were hard he dropped to one less

Case f 14
than the customary number this past year.

He reports biology,

Agriculture, civics end general science as his most interesting
subjects and foreign languages, algebra and Inglish as his least
interesting.

lusonal and Social Record
This boy has never been a disciplinary problem.
His only school activity is basketball.

During the school year

he spends his spare time on the street corners.

In the summer he

stays on an uncle's osttle ranch in eastern Oregon.

Health Record
He reports himself as naturally healthy and strong
but is not robust.

Se physical defects are in evidence.

$9cial and Scononio Status

The father is a carpenter but the boy seems interested in a farmer uncle more than in his father's occupation.
The parents are good common Americans of the trade class with an
average, or below, standard of living.
at odd times.

The father works only

Apparently they nre livinz on acme inheritance.

The boy has me brother who is stud-yinE to be s cartoonist and
hes solx artistic ability.
6.s this boy.

Be had the same trouble in nchool

Mental Te4ts
Accroding to the Otis Group test two years ago
this boy made a score of 0.,4.

The Otis Self Administering test

gave hiir. an t.Q. this past year of 86.

His school work accords

with these.

Boy's Occupational Choice
Uncertainty "irk: this boy's cocupational outlook.

He is weverinfµ between

oinF- on 9 livestock ranch or trying

to becozne a taxidermist or ertist.

It is believei that the first

named fits him best, although he will pro? -iely nevlr be anytUng
but an employee.

He has some skill with carpenter tools and

could probably make a living at this if he had to do so.

He

needs to develop consistent effort along some one line or he
will never amount to much anywhere.

CAST NuMMR TITISTIN
Are - 15.

Years in high school - 1.
I.Q. - 119.

Averare Trades
Agriculture .

.

87
90

Case b 15
Mathematics

.

90

.

.

90

total average

.

Science

.

.

.

89

fohool *esord

This boy is irregular in attendance beoause his
father makes him work at home,
satisfactory pupil.

He is a good worker and very

He reports agriculture as his mast in-

teresting subject and Engli44 as his least liked, though he has
a better average in English than agriculture.

Personal and Social Bowl
Bo discipline trouble is had in this case.

He

is kept too busy at home to participate in school or community
activities.

He is a little,well-built fellow who will probably

gradually develop leadership ability.

Mealth Record
The boy reports himself us strong and healthy and
believe him to be.

extidgAlemegs....aatia
This boy's father is

district school principal

and he and the boys operate a fifteen acre farm besides.
and cows are their chief enterprises.

Berries

The father does a great

CSEW if!

deal of cattle buying; and selling.

15

He has undoubtedly been

financially a success as they have a Buick sedan, a fine modern
home and are planning a trip east this winter.

The house is not

well furnished, however, and the father is so close with his
money that the boys have to earn their way.
rebellious.

This makes i.he boys

The culture of the hone is above averare.

The

father wants the boys to co to school but Ireers then home to work
too much find will not assist them any through collorw and

la's

them only essentials for high school.

Rental Testing
According to the Otis Self Administering test this
boy has an I.Q. of 119.

His school work is in accord with this.

He is one of the very few boys taking agriculture who can make a
good Prude in English.

Boy's Occupational Choice
Farming is this boy's present objective.

His

questionnaire reveals eleven answers definitely favoring f9rming,
threl, srainst and six uncertain.

The chief objection to farning

as an oecurtion for this boy is the difficulty he will have
financially in getting started.

A boy with his

who is able

to teach or do other professional work is likely to do so and not
return to farming.

CAR NUMBRI RIXTRIN
Age - 15.

Tears in hirh school
Y.Q. - 91.

Averse mid,*
Agriculture

.

inglish

.

73

.

88

.

Mathematics
Sciences

.

Total average

85

.

77

.

.

84

.

School Record

This boy has a winning personality which would lead
one to Judge him as having a higher /';. than that sheen.

His

school work is about as would be expected for one of his I.Q.
He has come close to failure in Rnglish

'at has rot railed.

He

is regular in attendance sni chiefly interested in agriculture.

Much more activr in school affairs than the ordinary
would characterise this boy.

He has taken part in track, glee

club and class meetings and is planninr more and bluer things
for next year.

He is too busy to be a discipline problem.

is cooperative and has leadership ability.

He

Case # 16
Eealth Record
The boy reports himself as being healthy; strong.
Be gives every appearance of being so.

Social and Sdonomic Stoktu

the parents are American farmers of high type.
They live on a fifty six acre dairy ani fruit ranch, worth
$15,000, seven miles from town oa a good road.

There is one

sister, a high school graduate, viao Is working in the city as a
stenographer.

Their standard of liviaL is s7erage, es is their

education and culture.

They are more successful than the average

farmer and this is one thing that is influeneing the boy in
choosing, hia life objective.

Both grandparents were farmers.

The father hopes his boy will take over the farm and has gone
so far as to take him into partnership on seven pure bred heifers
already.

Mental Testa

The I.Q. of 91 was figured as a result of giving the
Otis Self Administering test of general intelligence.

Bovie Occupational Choice
Fortunately for all, this boy desires to be a
farmer.

As an only son of interested, understanding, successful

farm parents he will have every advantage in this regard.

As

was mentioned, his father has already started him into partnership
on the herd of pure bred Jerseys.

The boys questionnaire reveals

twenty four answers favoring farming with only one against and
eight uncertain.

CA31? NUMBER SEVENTEEN
Age - 17.

Tears in high school - 2.

LC. - 98.
Average 7,rades

Arrioulture .

.

81

Inglish

.

.

73

Mathematics .

.

85

.

Sciences .

.

.

.

80

History .

75

Total average .

77

Case f 17
School Record

No failures are recorded.

The boy is more mature

than most his age and is interested, persevering and industrious
in his school work.

His attendance is regular.

Personal and Social Record
This boy is not a disciplinary problem.

He is

too busy to take part in school athletids and keeps to himself
too much to display leadership.
working on the farm.

His time out of school is spent

During. the summers he hires out as a harvest

hand and makes tery good wages.

Health Record

The boy reports himself as healthy and strong and
he certainly appears so.

Social and Tconomic Status

The boy's parents are congenial American farmers.
The father runs large farms for others who own.

They seem

comfortably situated financially with a hone well furnished and
a Cadge sedaa.

They cooperate well for the children's interests.

The boy is the oldest in a family of five, having one younger
brother and three sisters.

He is getting excellent instruction in

one method of working into the farming business from the way his
father is doing.

likstal Test

The I.% of 98 resulted from the score made in the
Otis test.

Boy 6 Ocou

tonal Choice

This boy is uncertain yet Rs to whether he wishes
to be an auto mechanic or a farmer.

His questionnaire reveals

seventeen answers favorable to a mechanic's occupation, none
against and two uncertain.

From the standpoint of farming as his

occupational choice the questionnaire reveals thirty favorable
answers, one against and four uncertain.
has not been observed.

His mechanical ability

He has a Ford car of his own.

would favor success in either field.

CASE NUMBER TIGHTEN!!

Age - 16.

Tears in high school

2.

I.Q. - 116.

Averaie Emma*,

Agriculture . I and 84
Ingliah .

.

.

.

73

Mathematics . 90 and It

Printing

Average

.

.

.

.

75

.

.

.

73

His I.Q.

Case f 18

School Record

In two years time this boy has only made six
credits when he should have sixteen.

Re does not seem to have

done any better in trade courses than others.

He seems

conscientious nnd industrious but unable to comprehend.
I question the correctness of his I.G., although some physical
condition may be responsible for his lack of accomplishment.

Personal and Social Record
Some disciplinary trouble has been experienced

with this boy but nothing more serious than disturbance in
class.

Be would like to take part in athletics but has neither

the time nor ability.

Be. has taken no particularly active

part in student activities.

Health Record
This boy reports that he is uncertain as to his
health and strength and that he is five pounds underweight.
He does not look well but there is no identifiable difficulty
evident to an ordinary layman.

Social and !Commie St tus
The parents are dead and the boy hes been reared by
the sister and brother - in-law.

They are not well off, being

Case f 18
in partnership with the father-in.-law on the farm the older man
owns.

The boy has to work hard for his board, room, etc. and his

associations are none too agreeable.
in the family group.

There are no other children

There is little financial or social outlook

for the boy there.

Mental Tests

The score made in the Otis teat gives an I.Q. of 116.
I question the accuracy of this teat as the boy's effort and
scholarship do not correlate with it.

Hoyt. Occupational Choi*,
Ighat this boy will do is a big problem.

It seems

evident that he will strike out for himself soon and he is not big
and strong enough to do constant heavy labor.
what he wants to do.

Me does not know

His questionnaire reveals eleven answers

favorable to farming, four against and fifteen uncertain.

If he

could get pleasant associations as an employee on a poultry farm

he might eventually work into something for himself. Outdoor work
is probably best for his health.

CASE MISER NINETEEN
Are

15.

Years in high school - 2.
I.'. - 107.

krerape Fraies
Agriculture

.

. 79

English

.

73 and E

.

.

Mathematics . . 75 and E
Science .

.

85

Total average

. 79

.

School Record
This boy is a practical turn of mind and will riot

study anything unless he sees value in it.

This has, with

irreFulnr attendance, been responsible for the two failures
and grades lover than they should be.

He does not work very

hard in school, reading magazines rather than studying, whenever he can get away with it.

Personal and Social Record
Aside from his tendency to sidestep studying, this
boy has given very little lisciplinnry tro-Ible.

He takes no

active part in school activities as he is kept busy at home.

C asF # 19

*alth Record

Thn boy reports himself as strong and healthy and
he certainly appears so.

Social and vconomic Status

The grandparents of this boy were a farmer and a
slate end stone roof maker in the old country.

The father is a

German farmer and the whole family works with him.

They live on

a fifteen acre farm which they leased for five years and have improved to a great extent.

They are doing well on it.

This boy is

the younrest in a family of four brothers and three sisters.

He

and one sister nre the only ones remaining at home, the others being
self supporting.

The family is thrifty, frugal and hard working.

Their income, however, is small.

gentAl Tests

According to the Otis Group test for general
intelligence, given two years ago, this boy has a mental rating of
plus four.

This was corroborated this year in the Otis Self Ad-

ministering test, which showed him as having an I.Q. of 107.

His

ability to do school work correlates with this, although his grades
do not.

Voy's Ocoupational Choice
Forming is this boy's objective.

Thirty one of

the answers in his questionnaire favored this occupation for him,
one was against it and seven were uncertain.

MI plans to start

by renting and working out as his parents are doing.
their thrifty example he will sucoeed.

By following

He is a good worker on the

farm.

CASE SCR TWISTY
Age - 16.

Tears in high school - 2.
- 98

Average grades
.Agriculture .

tnglish

.

.

83

70

.

Mathematics . 80 - R
Sciences .

.

.

Total average .

V

85
75

School Record
This boy has failed six times in two years.

'While

he is not a discipline problem and is industrious after a fashion,
it is because he htts

to be Find not because he wants to work.

Case

20

Lack of purpose and ambit ion in school work will acoount for most

of his poor showing.

Personal and Social Record
This boy is not a diacipline problem.

He is

two year

letterman in baseball, which is his chief interest. Other than
this, he takes no active pert in school life outside of olasses.

He

is *specially fond of hunting.

Health Record

There is m evidence of any abnormality.

The boy

does the regular work on a dairy farm and seems healthy and strong.

Social and laonoodo Statu#
One grandfather was a farmer and wagon maker; and one,
a farmer.

The parents are fine type American farm people with an

up.to-date successful dairy ranch.
furnished.

They have a good home, well

There is one married sister, an older brother who is

staying on the farm lnd a younger brother.

The farm consists of

eighty eight Pores, all in cultivation, worth $18,000.

The parents

are ambitious for all of their boys to stay on the farm.

Pknts1 Tests
In the Otis Group test two years ago this boy made
rating of - 51.

In the Otis Self Administering test this last year

his score rated an I.Q. of 98.

Mk associations with him as a

pupil would lead me to judge him as having low average intelligence.

Icals Opcupational Choice
This boy does not know what he wants to do.

There is

no doubt in my mind but that he will do best on the farm and will
doubtless eventually be a farmer.

Although eighty eight acres is

rather small to split up among three boys and a sister, the parents
are able and willing to help the boys ret started and that is a
big advantage.

C

NUMBER 'MUTT ONS.

Age - 14.

Years in high school - 1.
X.Q. - 100.

Average grades
Agriculture
English .

.

82

.

70

.

Mathematics . 77 Science

.

.

.

Total average .

80
. 77

School Record
Case It 21

One failure in his freshman year and very low in
Itnglish.

The boy had to be persuaded to go to high school and

not entirely sold on its value.

is

He seems to be able to Fet his

work when he tries but does not work as hard as he could.

He is

rerul9r in attendance and his perseverance and industry are average
but he lacks enthusiasm.

Personal and Social Hecort
Except for his lack of interest and a tendency to
talk too much in class, this boy has not been a problem.

He has

a good tenor singing voice and was a member of the boys' glee
club this year.

He is quiet and bashful and takes very little

part in other student activities.

Health Record
The boy reports that he was not healthy as a youngster
but that he is now, though not strong.
appearance.

He is not robust in

There are no noticeable defects unless it be lack of

weight.

lOciaj and rconomic Status
The boy's grandparents were farmers.
relatives are farmers.

Most of his

The father farms his father's farm.

They

Caae # 21
do not appear to be unusually successful, perhaps because they take
life too easily.

The farm consists of sixty acres, all in cultivation,

six miles from town on a good -raveled road.
brother in the family.
ambition.

There is one other

Aside from the mother, they seem to lack

Their standard of living 3ni culture are only fair.

Mental Tests

The Otis Self Administering test gives this boy an
His school work is a little below this.

I.Q. of 100.

Boy's Ocioupational Choice

This boy desires to become a musician, probably being
interested through his father's playing in the town band.

He

reports that he can now play some on the guitar, organ, mouth harp
and ukelele.

His questionnaire shows only two answers definitely

favoring his choice of occupation.
back of him for a musical education.
know.

He has not the financial means
His actual talent I do not

The Army tests showed the average I.r% of musicians to be

105 - 114, which makes this boy's slightly low.

Trom the stand-

point of farming as an occupation the boy's questionnaire shows
ten questions favorable, five against and nineteen uncertain.

It

is a problem as to what he should do and he is probably too young
to decide yet.

(3

SE ti11:43111 TWENTY TIO

Afe " 15.

Years in high school - 1.
1.C. - 98.

Averare vredes
ATriculture .

Enplish

.

71

.

Mathematics .
Sciences

.

.

Total average

92

90

.

.

80

.

86

School Record

This boy has no failures.

His attitude and in-

dustry are rood and his grades satisfactory for one of his I.Q.
He reports agriculture as his most interesting subject and
rnglieh ns his least interesting.

He has been regular in atten-

dance.

Personal and Soc4al Record
This boy is too busy in and out of school to be a
disciplinary problem or take part in student activities.

Health Record
The boy reports that he is healthy but not strong.
This probably fits his case.

He has no observable abnormality.

Case # 22
Social and Pconomic Statue

This boys parents are Americans.

The father recent-

ly purchased a thirty one acre farm for $1600, on time, and works
in 9 sawmill to support the family end to try to pay out on the
place.

The boy has to do the farm work.

ends meet.

They barely can make

There is one sister, who is also a high school girl.

Both the boy's grandparents were farmers ,7111 the father is making

desperate effort to re-establish himself as one.

Mental Tests
According to the results of the Otis Self Administering
test, this boy has an I.Q. of 98.
to be about correct.

His school work would indicate this

Be works hard for his better than average

grades.

Bov's Occupational Choice
This boy's questionnaire shows twenty five answers
favorable to farming as en oocupation and only one against, with
six uncertain.

way into it.

Be wishes to be a farmer and expects to work his
Be is industrious and enthusiastic and I believe he

'a-Ill succeed, although his father cannot help him.

aid to his father now in establishing him as

Be is a great

farmer.

CAST luorR TTVITY Mr?
Age . 20.

Years in high school . 5.
I.Q. - Unknown.

Average Grades
Afrriculture

.

English

.

.

.

81

Mathematics

.

.

75

Sciences

.

History .

.

.

82

89

.

Journalism .
Typing .

.

.

.

. 85

.

85
70

.

Total average .

81

School Record

This boy took one year more than usual to met through
high school, Sue to lack of adjustment sni application.
through a very irresvonsible gni trying period.

He went

In his senior

year, when I knew him, he male all of his grades in a creditable
way.

He was often tardy end a little irregular in attendance.

Personal 7,nd Social_ Record

Asile from hahitull tardiness, this boy was not a
discipline problem this plst yesr.

His attituie in class was one

Case # 23
of interest and his effort good, though erratic.

He took part on

the staff of the high school paper and was a member of the senior
play oast, besides various other minor activities.

Meanwhile he

took care of the entire dairy herd of five cows and the young stock
at home in addition to other farm work.

Nis one present vice is

cigarettes.

Health Record
The boy reports himself as fairly healthy and of
average strength.

He has bad teeth.

He seems to be physically

capable of doing farm work.

Social and ,!conomitp Status

One of this boyle grandparents was a farmer and
the other a carpenter farmer.

The parents are cultured American

farm people living in a very good modern well furnished farm hose
on a fine 105 acre diversified farm, worth t21,000, three miles from
town and on a rood graveled road.

They seem to be comfortable but

are not well enough financed to send their boy and girl to college.

Mental Test.

Mb mental test has been given to this boy.
estimate his I.q. to be eloout average, or a little above.

1 would

Boyle Oc cupational Choice

Farming, fortunately, is the occupation this boy
desires to follow.

As an only son, and with parents getting on

in years, the farm will soon be his to run.

He is planning to take

a two year short course in Agriculture at college before then.
His questionnaire reveals twenty three questions favorable to and
five against farming as his occupation, with nine uncertain.

He

did not take agriculture until his senior year, after he had decided that he was going to farm.

Then he took two courses at once.

CAS! NUMBER TWENTY FOUR
Age - 17.

Years in high school - 3
I.Q. - Unknown.

Average Grades
Agriculture .

gnoish .

. .

Mathematics
Sciences .

75
.

.

74

83

.

.

Languages .

History

.

.

80

.

79

Total average

78

.

.

Case
School Record
This boy has had one failure in english.

Dbubtless

it was too much for his ability, for he is conscientious, industrious rini vrseveripg.

His attendance is regular.

Personal and Social Record
Because of his rather quiet nature there has been
very little participation in school activity in this case.
spends most of his time out of school working.

He

During the winter

he has a paper route and during the summer he works on a farm.

Health Record
This boy is small but strong and healthy.

He has

lone a man's work on a farm since he 'Ms fourteen years old.

The

sane farmer hires him and is high in his praise of him.

Social, and !commis Statue_

The family is a large one living in town.
father is a laborer.

They are French Catholics.

The

Heoause of the

small income, the boys have had to work out as soon as they were
able.

The culture and stand and of living and moral example are

low in the home.
for others.

They do rtlt farm their own place but work out

Mental Tests

No mental test results are available on this case.
From his school work I would judge him to be some where near,
or possibly below, average.

Boy's Occupational Choice
This boy's questionnaire gives twenty two answers
favoring farming, none sgainst it and thirteen uncertain.

He

would like to farm but because of his lack of finances he cannot
see his way clear to start.

For this reason, he plans to go into

business, which means to get a pity Job.

His questionnaire shows

twenty nine answers favorable to this, one against and two uncertain.

Be is the type of boy whols handy, able, willing and responsible.
He will make good in either place, although he will probably not
rise to any executive position in any large business.

I em looking

for some arrangement whereby he can afford to start farming.

cAsr NUMMI r1'NTT FIB
Age .., 17.

Years in high school - 4.
I.Q. - 99.

Average Grades
Agriculture .
English .

.

.

.

77

75

Case f, 23

Mathematics
Sciences
History .

.

.

.

76

.

81

.

76

.

Typing

90

Total average

77

.

School Record
This boy has failed at least six times.
have graduated this year and did not.

He should

He is conscientious and a

steady worker in class but very slow to coAprehend and very slow
to do his work.

He is always one of the lost ones to finish an

examination, which means that some examinations are not finished
by him.

He is regular in attendance.

He reports English and

agriculture as interesting, him most and agriculture as being most
disliked.

Personal and Social Record
SO disciplinary measures are ever needed with this
boy.

He is quiet and unobtrusive.

He is a two ye,',r basket ball

letterman, being captain this past year.

HP takes little active

part in student affairs outside of athletics.
ball letterman.

He is also a base-

Bealth Record

Case f 25
This boy reports himself as healthy and strong.

His prominence in athletics would make one think he was, yet he
doss not look as if he were.

He has always given the impression

that he is badly afflicted with adenoids.

If so, this may account

for his mental slowness in class work.

Social and Pc:Gnomic Status

The grandparents of this boy were both farmers.
The father is a successful dairy and peach farrier.

twenty five sore ranch close to a smell town.

They have a

They are well

fixed financially and their social status is above overage.
father has been a member of the school board.
brothers and one sister.

The

There are two

?!ne brother is a laundry wagon driver

and one is working his way through college towards an agricultural
teacher's position.

'hr sister is younr:er.

None of the boys

plans to stay on the farm unless this one does.

Mental Tests

According to the Otis Self Administering test this
boy's I.Q. is 99.

His school work

rtJ slavness of response would

indicate that it was lower than this.

Boyce Occupational Choice
In spite of his dislike for agriculture as a subject,
his questionnaire shows twenty four anawrrs favoring farming with
only seven against end five uncertain.
a teacher.

He says he wishes to be

For this his questionnaire shows nineteen for, twelve

against and four uncertain.

His slowness mentally almost precludes

success in any professional field.

As he is good at farm work and

is the only boy in the family at all linterested in it he seems to

be the logical one to take over the farm from his father.
will develop cannot be foreseen, however.

C ASE NUMBER ITTNTT

Age' 19.
Years in high school - 4.

LC. - 95
Average Grades
Arriculture .

.

87

Pnrlish .

.

76

.

.

Mathertica .
Science

.

.

.

Language

81

.

.

84
74

.

.

88

Total average .

82

History .

.

.

SI

How it

Se

Case f 26

Record

No failures are recorded here.

Science is his

most interesting study and Frrlith his least interesting.

His

school work was generally satisfactory until graduation this
year.

Personal and SociatMMA
This boy has caused no discipline trouble.

a high school track

He is

tan FInJ in his senior year a member of the

glee club, Press Club and Chenistry Club.

He is rather uncouth

in actions and appearance and not liked by the girls for this
reason.

Health Record
He reports himself as healthy and strong and appe 3rs

to be SO.
Ikcial and Toonomio Status
This boy is the only

on of American farmer parents.

They are fairly successful but ambitious for the boy beyond his
capabilities end hove encouraged him to leave the farm for some
professional field.
a :-.resot de i1.

They are not financially able to help him

Case f 26
Mental Tents

The Otis Self Aiministering test gives this boy an
I.Q. of 95, which is sbout in acoord with the quality of his school
work.

Boys Occupational Choice
To be a musician or chemical engineer would satisfy
this boy well.

Re has very little musical ability and lately has

decided on chemical engineering.

His questionnaire reveals thirteen

questions favoring this objective and six against, with eight
uncertain.

The Army tests shoved the average engineer's I.Q. to

be 125 to 149, whereas this boy's is only 95.
From the standpoint of farming as an occupation
the questionnaire shows ten for, one against and four uncertain.
The boy has an idea of going to sea the first year
or two out of high school in order to see the world.

He wants to

stop over and study music in Germany, he says.

It mould seem that a boy of his nature and ability,
an only son, would be much better off on the farm than elsewhere.
Mist will come of the dissatisfaction with the farm, on the part
of both parents and boy, is hard to say.
professional success.

It probably will not be

CASE NUMBER T7TNTY sr Al
Age

16.

Tears in high school - 3.

I.

- 104.

Average grades
Agriculture

English

.

Mathematics .
Sciences

85

.

.

72

.

714

80

.

.

Languages .

.

75

History .

.

75

.

Total average

.

77

School /teen

This boy has failed twice, due to lack of interest and application.
school at times.

It has been difficult to keep him in

He has been regular in attendance, horrver.

He reports English and soienoe as his moat interesting sUbjects
and French and History as his least interesting.

Personal and Social Reoord
Aside from lack of interest and effort this boy
has not been much of a problem.

He was a baseball letter man

the past year but aside from this has taken but little part in
so' :ool life.

Health Record

Case # 27
This boy's mother has been threatened with tuberou-

losis and the boy has had the idea that he tots it, too.

examination does not show this to be the case.

Medical

He is tall and flat

cheated and not very strong but his lack of energy is probably due
mostly to too rapid growth.

Social and Roonemie Status
The grandparents of this boy ss well as aunts and
uncles are all farm people.
and operates a milk route.

The father runs a nine acre place

The Flame belones to one Frandfather

who lives with them and cares for about three hundred chickens and

a garden for his livir.
average in the home.

Their standard of living and culture are

The mother is especially ambitious for her two

boys and is the chief cause of this ones staying in school.
are interested

They

cooparative.

Mental Tests
According to the Otis Self Administering test of general
intelligence, this boy has an I.Q, of 104 or average.

His school

grades are a little below this, although he will doubtless graduate
this next year.

Boy'e Occupational Choice
The questionnaire on this case shows answers whiSh
may be summarised as follows:

For farming - 15

Against - 9

Uncertain - 9

For law

Against

6

Uncertain . B

Against - 5

Uncertain - 6

-

14

For store mgr.'?

TO this we must add the average I,:.. !s for these occupations which

run as follows:

Lawyers - 125 to 149. Store Managers or

Farmers - 85 to 95.
clerks - 105 to 114.

His school accomplishment and I.-. certainly make law inadvisable.
As he says he very much dislikes the farm, he will probably seek
employment in a chain store and do fairly well there.

CASE NUMBER TWENTY EIGHT
Age - 16.

Years in high school - 3.
t.c%

97

Average Grades
Agriculture .
English .

80

.

.

Mathematics .
Sciences
LanFuages .

91

.

.

.

.

.

.

85
90

82

Csse # 28
History

.

Total average .

82
. 85

School Record
in three years' time this boy is within half a
year of graduation.

Hp is persevering and industrious and never

has been a discipline problem.

Personal and Social Rtoord
Because of his rather quiet nature, no student
activities have been engaged in by this boy.

Health Record
The boy reports himself as having average health
and nut being; very strong.

Be has had more or less sickness all

his life, though less recently.

Be seems to be quite well at

average farm work, however.

Social end rconnmic Status
The parents are Americans.

Relatives are engaged

in various fields as doctor, plumber, salesman, jeweler and
sawmill man.

The father is more interested in logging than farm-

ing and is not a progressive or successful farmer.

They seem to

have enough money for comfort but their standard d' living _is not

Osse # 28
high.

They let the boys' ambitions pretty well take care of

themselves.

There are three bothers and an older sister.

Two

of the brothers expect to stay on the ram which is 181 sores worth
$12,000, stout one third of it in cultivation*

It is situated

one fourth mile off a main paved highway and four miles from town.

!vital Tests
The results of the Otis test give this boy an
I.Q. of 97.

His school work would indicate one higher than this.

Boy's Occupational Ohpica
The questionnaire on this ease shows seventeen
answers favoring farming* four against and thirteen uncertain.
The boy is undecided.
finances.

He would like to go to college but lucks the

Medicine has appealed to him some but it is probably

beyond both his mental and physical ability to attain.

He would

probably do better on a farm than elsewhere and as he is the
oldest boy he could probably work in permanently with his father.
He will graduate when seventeen and can work out a year before
going to college, if he desires.

Some college work would be

rather difficult for him but I believe he would succeed.

AST MASER TWTHTT NINE
Age - 16.

Years in high school - 3.

t.% - 100.
Average Grades
Agriculture

In lish

.

.

814

.

Mathematics .
Sciences .

.

86
91

.

Languages .

.

History .

.

.

. 91

Total average

.

91

90
.

89

School Record

This boy is within one half year of graduating in
three years.

He is a much better student than his %Q. would

indicate, probably due to his industry and perseverance.

His

attendance is occasionally irregular on account of health, but
not often so.

Personal and Social Record
This little fellow spends most of his time going and
coming from school and working around home.

He has never been

a discipline case and has taken no active part in school life
outside of classes.

Case # 29
health Record

SO reports that he is neither healthy nor physically
strong.
trouble.

Re is slight and very nervous and has some bronchial
As a rule he seems to keep up with his home and school

work very well.

Social end rconomio Status
One of this boy's grandfathers is a farmer.
has an uncle that is a farmer and one that is a grocer.
parents are Americans of average type.

He

The

The farm of fifty two

acres has not given them a very satisfactory income, due, perhaps, to its being small, but mostly to poor management on the
father's part.

They do not feel able to send their boy to college

although he is the only child.

They are very ambitious for him

but pussled as to whet he can do.

Rental tests
According to the Otis Self Administering test for
general intelligence, this boy's I.C. is 100.

Rim school work

would indicate something higher than this, though he may have
accomplished his grades by unusual industry.

110718 Oscumaktkonal °hoick

This boy says he wishes to be an electrician,

although in talking to him, I find a great deal of uncertainty
in his mind as to what he wants.

His questionnaire show* fifteen

answers favoring, seven against and seven uncertain as to this
objective.

His I.Q. is a little low but he would probably make up

for it in industry.

If farming is considered, his questionnaire

shows 'twenty two answ-rs favoring it, nine against and four uncertain.

In either field he would probably b! successful.

initial help he would
great advantage.

et on the farm, as an only son, would be a

Farming

especially with the use of modern

machinery, would probably be best for his health.

CASE EWER THIRTY
Age - 17.

Fears in high school - 3.
1.

.

The

107.

Average rrade,
Agriculture .

.

. 91

Tnglish .

.

.

86

Mathematics .

.

92

.

Sciences .

.

85

.

.

85

.

90

Total average .

88

Languages .
History .

.

.

Case # 30

School Record

This boy is industrious and regular in attendance.
His grades are all satisfactory,

He is somewhat interested in

all of his subjects.

Personal and Social Record
This boy is very well behaved end has a good attitude
towards school.

Be has leadership ability but has never taken

any active part in school life outside of class.

Health Recorffi

This boy is small for his age, though he seems
healthy and strong now.

He was brought west several years ago

by his father on account of asthma, from which the boy seems to
have recovered.

AlLocial and ftonomic Status

The mother is dead and the father, who is well along
in years, purchased a twenty eight acre farm on which he and the
boy have kept some cows and raised such garden ss they needed.
They recently built a small new house.
all he has to the boy.

The father is devoting

There is one older brother with them now.

They are bachelors all and live very simply and cheaply.

Case # 30
Mental Tests

According to the Otis Self Administering test this
boy has an I.Q. of 107.
this.

His school work is about in accord with

He often gives me the impression that he is considerably

above this.

SOY

00ounetional Choice,

Civil lngineering or wireless operator are the
ocoupations appealing to this boy at present.

His questionnaire

shows twenty seven answers in favor of the former, two against and
three uncertain.

The I.. of the average engineer being between

125 and 149 would put this boy somewhat low in this respect.

For

wireless operator, there are twenty three favorable answers, three

against and three uncertain. Only an actual tryout would probably
decide as to this occupation.
able, however.

The result would probably be favor-

For farming as an occupation, there are twenty

answers favorable, five against and eight uncertain.

In my opinion this boy would make a very successful
agricultural teacher.

CASE NIT

!,8 THIRTY ONE

Age - 18.

Tears in school - 3.
97.
Averay.e

Agriculture .
vnglish .

.

.

mothPmqtics

.

93

77
.

85

85

Scir,nces

Language .
History .

.

.

.

.70 9ni I

78 and r

School Record

Two failures in three rare have been recorded for
this boy; one in Latin and one in history.
difficult for him.

The Latin was too

tt is herd to account for the other as he is

unusually conscientious, industrious and persevering.

Personal end Social Record
No disciplinary problem is found here.

The boy is

rather quiet, almost timid, and takes little part in school life.
He is kept busy at hone on the farm.

Health Record
A big, fairly strong, farm boy would characterize
this case.

He hss grown too rapidly to have oome to his full

strength yet.

Social and rconomic Status
The parents are Americans from former grandparents.
They own 370 acres .9n1 ere successfu in farming.

They are care-

ful with their money but seem to have it when they want it.
Their standard of living and culture are average.

There is one

brother who expects to stay on the farm but the farm is large
enough for all three.

The parents are very ambitious for their

boys and desired this onp to beco,

a lawyer but are beginning to

see that he hasn't the student ability.

Mental Testp
According to the Otis SelfalministerinF, test this
boy's 1.c. is 97.

His school work would indicate about this.

Boy's Occupational Choice
Until recently this boy planned to be a lawyer.

The difficulty of his school work has impressed him with his lack
of wisdom in seeking this ocoupation.
definitely of becoming a farmer.

Now he speaks rather

His questionnaire indicates

nineteen answers for, none against end fifteen unoertsin as to
tarring.

As the farm is large enough for all and the pare to are

glad to have the boys et home, there is probably nothing, wiser than
for this boy to farm.

OASS MUKBTH THIRTY TVO
Age - 17.

Years in high school - 4.
I.C. - 108.

Average Grades
English .

.

Mathematics

88

.

.

.

90

.

91

Science .

.

History .

.

.

.

88

Bookkeeping

.

.

95

.

89

Total average

School Record
There are no failures in this ease.

The boy is

of the student type, regular in attendance and industrious.
He especially likes sciences and mathematics and likes history
and English the least.

He has never taken agriculture.

Case 417 32
Personal and Social Record
A very quiet studious boy 7,ho never makes any trouble,

would characterize this case.

He was a member of the Junior Chamber

of Commerce and Chemistry Club, but otherwise took no active part
in school life.

Health Record
He reports himself as being healthy and strong but
is not robust.

He has done very little farm work.

Social and "'conomic Status
The family liv ^a on a small fart three miles from

town on a good graveled road.

The father is a logger.

The

mother is an ex-school teacher and very ambitious to have her boy
have a city position.

They do not seem to be very well off

financially but would probably sacrifice n

reat deal to send

this, their only child, to college.

litnal Tests
According to the results of the Otis Self Administering
test of general intelligence the I.Q. in this case is 108.
,mould accord with his school record.

This

Bov's Occupational Choice
Uncertainty marks this boy's mental state as to
his future occupntion as he Fraivates from high school.
doubtless will not be a farmer.

He

If he can finance college he

roull succeed in becoming a scientist or teacher, I believe.
If he can only finance business college he will make a good
boo7,1-2,:eepe,r.

CASP WARR THIRTY THREW
Age - 18.

Ypsrs in high school

3.

I.C. - Unknown.

Average Grades

Agriculture
English

.

.

.

82

60 (four failures)

.

Mathematics . 05 (one failure)

82

Science .

History .

.

.

Total average .

77
72

School Record

This boy has five failures to his credit in three
years, having failed in tnglish almost consistently and in
mathematics once.

These failures are due to indifference and

Case p 33
leek of application, to some extent.
irregular in attendance.
average also.

He is also somewhat

In all probability his Ito% is below

He writes that he is chiefly interested in agri-

culture and dislikes Trench and Inglish most.

Personal and Social Record
This boy has not been a problem aside from look of
effort and a disposition to talk too much in class.

He takes

little active part in student affairs except that he is very
much of a 'ladies' man'.

Daring his freshman yeqr he did not

get along well with the other boys but this difficulty seems to
have been overcome.

Health Record

Re reports himself as healthy and of average strength
physically.

He does not look very well, although better than he

formerly lid.

Social and tconomio Statga
One of this boy's f&,-randfathers was a farmer and the

other a sawmill man who lived in the country.
carpenter and farmer.

The father is

They are thrifty people of. Russian stock

and seem to have enough income to make noticeable improvements
on their place each year.

Case # 33
The farm consists of thirty acres about half of
which is in prunes.
road.

It is three miles from town on a good market

There are four sisters and one older brother.

expects to stay on the farm.

and standard of living.

None of them

They are about average as to culture

The parents wish all of their children to

;eta high school education and have shown too mach patience with
this boy in this regard.

Dental Tests
No mental teat has been given this boy.
probably purposely evaded it, as have others.
the entire family is below average.

He has

I would judge that

One sister has an LC. of 82,

although that, of course, is no oertain indication of where this
boy would place.

Bevis Occupational Chore}
Farming or something else is the way this boy ststes
his occupational preference.

His questionnaire shows twenty answers

definitely favoring farming, two against and eleven uncertain.
During the summers he has been working as harvest hand in eastern

Oregon.

He prefers that kind of farming to that found in the

Willamette alley.

If the older brother leaves the home farm, this

boy will probably stay on with his father and work out at (wmn or
farm labor at odd times.

CIISE NU ER THIRTY POUR
Age - 18.

Years in high school - 2.
I.C. - 103.

Average grades
Agriculture

92

Inglish

88

.

.

Mathematics .

85

Sciences .

90

.

.

.

75 and E

Salesmanship .

75

Occupations

80

History .

88

.

Total average

85

School Record

Three failures in his first year in high school
mar this boy's otherwise satisfactory and gradually improving
record.

They were doubtless due to lack of interest and

application.
worker.

At present he is a conscientious Ind intlligent

MO is regular in attendance and makes the best of his

time all of the time.

Be reports scinces and literature as

his most interesting subjects and spelling and mathematics as
his least interesting.

Case T! 34

Personal and Social Record
Since coming to the higb school where I teach, this
boy has never been a disoipline problem.

He has been too busy in

and out of school to be very active in school affairs but was
elected to the presidency of the agricultural department °lull this
past yet-r and is displaying real le=7:dership ability.

He likes

athletics but has little time for them.

Health Record
Aside from sieres of boils this boy seems to be
healthy, strong and normal.

he is too small for

his rye.

He reports himself so, though he says
This is no t as muchAofs handicap «s

he thinks.

Social and Economic Status
Up to three years ago this boy's father vas P. ferrnr.
At tIvyt time the mothn. died 9nd broke up the family circle.

The

father obtained a city job as a salesmen and this boy was cent to
live with an uncle where he works for his keep.
successful truck and fruit farmer.
well liked.
unkindly.

The uncle is a

The boy has made good and is

He has to work hard to make his way but is nut treated
The uncle has a fine loderu country home, the standard

of living is high and they are of more than average culture.

Mental

Testa

According to the Otis Self Administering test of
general intelligence this boy's I.Q. is 103.

His school work

lately would justify the belief that his mental level was higher
than this.

Boy's Occaostional Choice

The occupational (vine in this case is that of farmer.
He can tyke over his father's farm when through high school, if he
wishes.

His rein linnlicqp is

capital and the fact that the

farm is seventeen miles from town.

His questionnaire gives twenty

answers favoring farming, four against and ten uncertain.

By hard

"pork this boy would make a successful agricultural teacher, provided
he could finance himself through college.

CAEE NUNBER THIRTY 'J
Are.- 17.

Tears in high school

4.

LA. - 99.
Oprime shades
Agriculture .

English .

85
81

.

mkthemsltics

.

t')7

.

Jj

C.ase # 35

Sciences

.

.

Language

.

.

84

84

.

Manual Training . 80
Total average

.

82

School Record

No failures are recorded in this boy's record and
he h7s 7,raduated from hir,h school cne yes!.r earlier than averare.

His

rs.des ire about overay.

His most interesting subject is

mathematics and his least interestinr! Rnglish and history.

Personal and Social Record
This boy is too quiet and slow physically and mentally
to get into any trouble in school or to take part in any student
activity actively.

He was a member of the Chemistry area Agricultural

Clubs in his senior year.

Pslth Record
The boy rPports nimself as naturally healthy but not
strong.

He has doubtless been troTin7 too rapidly and does not

look strong,

Social and Sconomic Status
The boy's parents are A Brio ns.

Two years ago the

father left the farm to run a bottled milk business in town.

Case P 3,
He filled and is now in the second hand business.
the 160 acre farm, worth t10,000, is rented.
father never was a success at anything.

Meanwhile

The boy says the

It seems evident that

the boy can get no financial assistance.

The mother is very

ambitious for her *children but it does not seem to carry over well
to the boys.
Mental Tests.

According to the Otis Self Administering; test this

boy has an I.Q. of 99.

His school work is in accord with this.

Boy's Occuprtional Choice
This toy wnnted to

ecome ^ mechanical engineer

1)ut, I lelieve, he has neither the persistencalxr energy to reach
such a goal, if other things were equal.

His questionaire shows

seventeen answers favorable, ten against and six uncertain as to
this objective.

The average I.C. of e mechanioal engineer,

however, is between 105 and 114 and this boy's is only 99, which
is additional reason why the goal is inadvisable.

From the standpoint of farming there are eighteen
reasons for, six against andrine uncertain.

With the father's

farm to take over it would seem to he the logical thing for him
to do.

However, he says he doesn't like the farm and if he

Cas

35

cannot be a mechanical engineer he may become a barber.

Unless

he develops some definite interest and energy he will not gmount
to much any where.

Perhaps this will come as he matures.
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TABIA I - Continued

NO. *Own Rent .Size
28
29
30

1
1
1

31

1
1

33
314

35

.
. 1
1

Blue

'broth- six- on
era tPra farm

.181 a. #'12,000*
12,000
. 52
3,000:
28

3
1

1
U. MID 410

2

&Tea
0110,1W

.000

4
2
2

10,000.

41

45

1
011.00

1
IMP

.01.06.

1
an.

2
2

1

'160

Unoert: jountry City Reasons riven
OPP 08 611.

.

0

No

1

330
30

160

No.stay)3oy stay on farm .Preference for.

Ro.of

Farm

.

1
1

MID

1
1

.

mot/Oft.

1
1
1

I OW NO

Met

1

?TALE of 71 c:ts..s

Total 251 3i

%.

.

86 14

Average

82a.

f8,709

1.3

1.4

1.66

00

11

13

3

23

5

35

42

10

74.

16

.More to do.
.Outdoors & health.
rreedom & health.

Re red there.
Wore money in it.
'Easier to make living.
Ebesntt like monotony.
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TABLE III

Case
No.
1

2

3

4
5
6
7

8
9

Father's
Occup. of relatives
Occupation
which
interest boy
Grandparents/ Occupations

Farmer
Farmer

Lumberman
Merchant
rqrmer

Farmer

10
11

12
13

Farmer
Farmer

14
lg
16
17

Farmer
Farmer

18
19

Farmer

20

Farmer

Boy's Occupational Choice

Farming
Foreman,lumb.Farming
cePFarming,car
dealer,
Farmer
Farmer
elec.student,garage
men,surveyor
Aviator
Farming
Carpenter
Road Super.
Gasoline service stn. Doesn't know
Merchant
Merchant
Aviator
Farmer
Far zing
Livestock farmer
Farmer
Livestook farm.
Farming
Farmer
tbesn't know
Farmer
Teschirg
Farmer
Farzer
electrician
Farming
Carpenter
engineer
Sawmill man
Daesn/t know
Farmer
Abodworker
Caesn/t know
Farmer
Farmer
Livestock ranch,
Carpenter
Daesnit know
taxidermistoartist
Farmer and
Farming
teacher
Farming
Auto mechanic
Farmer
Farmer
Mechanic or
Mech.,blactsmith,
Farmer
Farmer
farming
farmer
D3esnit know
Farmer
Farming,muskrat raising,
Slate it stone
eheriff,optical work. Farming
Farmer
roof maker
Farmer do
D3esn/t know
Farmer
wagon maker

Considered
else
Unwise
1

1
1

1

1

1
1

1

1

Case
No.
21

.......M....

Grandparents' Occupations

...

22

Farmer
Farmer

Farmer
Ftrmer

23

Farmer

C-rpentor
Farmer

24
25
26

Farmer

27

Farmer

Farmer
Farmer

28

Father's
Occupation
Farmer
Laborer &
farmer

Farmer
Laborer
Farmer
rarmer
Milk route
driver
Farmer

29
30

Farmer
Farmer

Farmer

31

Farmer

Woodworker Farmer

32
33
34

Farmer

Sawmill
man

TABLE III - Continued
Oceup. of relatives
Boy's Occupswhich interest boy
tional Choice

Farmer
Feiner

Logger
Csrpenter
farmer
Farmer
Salesman

Musician

Aviator,
Salesman,greenhouse,

Teacher
Eanker, rancher.
R.N. engineer

Sawmill,farmer,salesman.pluMber,doctor.
None
Auto meohanic,fireman, postmaster
Dpntist,musician,
trained nurses

Farmer, carpenter

Considered
Wise Unwise
Mw1

Farmer

1

Parser
Business
Teacher

1

1
1

Chem.Rngineeri ng
Lawyer or
Store manager

1
(Store mgr.)

Undecided
Electrician
wireless operator or
Civil elvineer

1
1

Farmer
Undecided
Farmer

1

Farmer

1

1

TABLE III -Continued
Case
No.

Irandparents° Occupations

Father's
Occupation

Ocoup. of relatives
which interest boy

Ferrer

Barber, railroad man
store clerk
Teacher

Boy's °coupstional Choice

Considered
*Ise
Unwise
. 0.1110110

35
36
37

Farmer

577

Farmer

Farmer

39

Ibtals
Farmers 32 - 76%
Traiesmo 6 - 1/-!.%
Lumterm. 2 - 1-K

Merchants2 -

4%

Farmer
Farmer
Electrician
Farmer

.rrs

25-614%

IMP.....oOWSPOOMWMPAINNM

lech, enGine7,ring
Teacher

Electrical engin.
Electrician
Manager irayage ayes.

1

1

1
1
1

18 - 50%

Try lesmen 3- 8%

Lumbermen 3- 8%
8-20%
Others

12 - 30%

No answer. 9 - 2)%

TABLE

Case

No. of answers
definite & correct

No.

Occupational Choice

1

Farmer
Aviator
Farmer
Aviator
Farmer
Farmer
Teacher
tiectriciqn
Farmer
Farmer
Mechanical work or farm.
Farmer
Musician
Farmer
Farmer
Business
Chemical engineering
Lawyer
Teacher
Electrician

2
3
5
6
7
9
10
15
16
17

19
21
22
23
24
26
36
25
29

10
5
7
10

6
5

I
Incorr. or uncertain

Knowledge
entirely lacking

4
8
6
5
4

1

1
1

1
1

...

10

7

'I'

6
9
11

No

answer

3

1

4

.. .

4
5

2
4

. ..

. ..

6
6

3
3

2

5
6
10
9

7

2

1

4

...

5

2

8

3
7
7

6
8

5
6

.

5
6

..

...

...
.,.

IN

...
...

4
2

TABLIM IV- continued

CROP
Ito.

30
31
33

34
35

Occupational Choice

Civil engineer
Farmer
Farmer - Laborer
Farmer
Mechanical engineer

O. Of On8WerS
definite & oorreot
5
9
7
13
2

Incorr. or uncertain

Knowledge
entirely lacking

2

5
1

7
2
9

la

answer

1

1
e4116

,...imm,
TOTALS of 25 CROPS
TOTALS
Averages

Per cent

173
7
147 %

11

la

71

4.3

.7

30%

%

3

19 %

TABLE V

Case

Agrio.

No.

Age

1.0.

1
2
3

16

89
89

4
5

6
7

15
15
14
14

93
113
112

34
14
16
17
15
15
14
18

118

88
82
70
91
91

84
So

82

85
75
81
81

104

82

15

86
119

16

15

91

17
18
19
21

17
16
15
14

98
116

75
87
85
81
75
79

22
23
24

15
20
17

8
9
10
12

13
14
15

26
27

19

i6

91
113
9.,

107

100
98

82

80
85

95
104

Eng.

Grade Grade

84
87
85

70
74
6o
87
85

75
86
83
70
50
50
76
50
90
73
73
73
65
70

Answers
favor.farming_

Answers
against farm.

Ans. pert. to farm.
uncert. or incorrect

No.questions
Not answered

4

4

12

2

9

16

1
1

13

2
1

2

8
6

2

114

16

7

13

9

5
1

10
20

4

9
7

15

21

12
11

10

11

3

c

24

1

30

1

6
8
4

11

4
1

15

14

7

0

5

19

1

6
9

0
3
0

32
19

24
7
17
25
24

19

31
10

5
5
3
9
3
0

1

3

0
0

4
1
1

0

71
31
75

25
23

22

5
0

13

2

76

10

1

14

3

72

15

9

9

0

TABLE I- Continued
Case

Agric.

a

o.

25
28
29
30
32
31
33

5
35

1.

17
16
16
17
17
18
18
18
17

99
97
100

16

107
108
97

.

Grade

Eng.

Ansv.ers

Grade f vor.fqrmi

77

75

214

91
91
91

80

17

84
86
88
77
50

22
20

A

11

19

Answers
a ainst farm.

Ans. pert. to farm.
uncert. or incorrect

No.questions
Not answered

7
4
9

5
13

4

0
0

5
0
0
2

8

0

0

7

1

15

103
99

93
82
92
85

88

20
ao

81

18

6

9

0
0
0
0

97

83

74

19 or 57%

3.7 or 11%

9.5 or 28t

1.7 or

11
10

Average

TABLE 71
Aver.

Cos,

Grade

No.

2

89

5

112
113

79
89
75

93

75

9
10
11

17
21
24

25

26
27
27
29
30
30

35

93
98
100

85
77
77

78
99

77

95
104

e2

104
100

107
107
99

77
77
09

8
88
82

Sch.gr3Jes
to occu . choice

Math. - 77
Math. - 92
English - 70
Science - 80
Math. - 75
Math. - 93
Math, - 35
In Glee Club
Math.- 14
rnglish - 75
Math. - 76
rnglish - 95
Math. - 91
English - 72
E:1th.

- 74

Math. Science
English
Math. Math. -

86
- 91
- 86
92
83

ccu

,Co

e

Aviator
Aviator
Teaching

Answers
cc
i
12
13
12

Answers
ainst occun.

2
0

Uncert.,incorr.
or not ans.

3
3

10

6

2

15

6

0

0

17

0

2

0

2
0

Business

29

1

2

Teacher
Chem. engineer
Lawyer
Store manager

19
13

12

tlectricien
Engineer
Mechanic
Musician

Electrician
Wireless operator
Civil engineer
Mech. engineer

Average

6

17

6
5

3
6
7
3
3
6

15

7

23
27

3

17

10

2

5.5

TAB'S VII
Ar. C laT

State or Fed.
Government

Federal govt.
New Jersey
Flaconsin
Nevado

Now'frming

.s,.PNTS

In related
Occupations

59%

6%

SMITH-MOWS AGRICOLTURR
Went to
Colleges

Vent to nonAgri°. Colleges

In non-apric.
Occupations

9%

15%

11%

2.2
4.9

9.14

35.8

74

53.6

b3.3

11

2.7

Idaho
Illinois

or

54.9

Calirornia
Kansas
Massachusetts

C2

in:? ana

76

C3

10.4

12

5.8

11
8

147

Thess, figures were obtained from Federal Board for %cations.' V3uoation Bulletin

f

82,

Agricultural Series f 13, an3 from answers to questions directed to the various state offices of

the Federal Boar3 for bcational TAucation by letter.
having the information available.

The states tabulated were the only ones
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